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FIRST WORDS

Trade Shows in China Postponed. Stringent steps have 
been taken by the Chinese government to curb the 
spread of the Wuhan virus. These steps include the 
mandate for large events to be postponed which has 
affected GET Show, Prolight + Sound Guangzhou and the 
LED CHINA / Entertainment Design Expo in Shenzen that 
were all to take place in February. Till the danger of the 
spread of the virus is eradicated, there will, we believe 
no new dates announced for the above exhibitions. All 
three shows attract tens of thousands of visitors from 
within China and overseas, and it only made sense for 
the preventive steps to be taken. There is no doubt 
many of us have been affected, but it is better to be safe 
than sorry. We hope that the concerted effort by the 
Chinese government and countries worldwide will help 
put an end to the spread of the virus quickly. 

Thomas Richard Prakasam
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NEWS

APAC

Prolyte Asia Pacific (PAP) Becomes SIXTY82 Doughty Asia (SDA)

Maintaining its focus on supplying the urgent demand for high-quality 
trussing and staging products and solutions, Prolyte Asia Pacific, 
also known as PAP, is pleased to announce its transition into SIXTY82 
Doughty Asia (SDA).

“For the past 15 years we have operated under the name PAP, however, 
due to recent events, PAP has decided to take a step forward and start a 
fresh chapter with new partners,” states Menze van der Sluis, Managing 
Director of PAP, and one of the first people employed by Prolyte in 
its early days. Menze played a significant role in the development of 
the company and, with nearly 25 years of experience, has become 
renowned and respected within the entertainment industry.

Widely known for its state-of-the-art products, reliability, and 
education, along with a focus on safe working practice, customer 
satisfaction, and in-depth service, PAP has been a critical player in 
the Asian market for more than 15 years. “These values are essential 
to our organization and will remain firmly in place now that we have 
transitioned into SDA.”

To ensure the continuation of this philosophy and to secure the ability 
to innovate, PAP and Doughty have decided to join forces with SIXTY82, 
forming SIXTY82 Doughty Asia. “SIXTY82 was the best and only choice 
for catering to the high standards of the extensive PAP customer base,” 
confirms Menze.

Spearheaded by the original founders of Prolyte, Fokko Smeding (CEO) 
and Marc Hendriks (CTO), SIXTY82 is armed with a forward-thinking 

approach to product development and is even more focussed on 
the specific needs of the Asian market. “To continue to support our 
customers in the way that we have been doing for so many years now, 
this was the only possible way forward,” says Menze. Together, these 
pioneers and visionaries have had leading roles in the development 
of innovations for trussing and staging that have shaped the 
entertainment industry as it is known today.

SDA Customers can expect to find the same team of experienced and 
motivated experts, with an exciting new name and even better trussing, 
staging and rigging products and solutions. Also worthy of note is the 
fact that Sixty82 trusses are seamlessly compatible with products 
previously supplied by PAP. In line with their existing policies, SDA 
guarantees full distribution coverage to all APAC countries, delivering 
products and support unrivalled in quality.

“Our goal is to improve every aspect of our customers’ experience 
continuously. Expanding our sales network, supporting personnel, 
and being close to where our customers are is a key initiative towards 
achieving that,” says SIXTY82’s CEO, Fokko Smeding. “Having the SDA 
team support us is incredible and ensures that our customers in the 
APAC region will get the best possible treatment.”

www.sixty82-doughty.com

Marc Hendriks (CTO, SIXTY82) – Menze van der Sluis (Managing Director, SDA) – Fokko Smeding (CEO, SIXTY82)

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.sixty82.nl/sda/
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CHINA

Bose Professional ShowMatch System at MTA Festival Supernova Stage

APAC

Mackie Hires Luis Wasserman to Direct APAC Sales

For the past several years, the MTA (Music Technology and Art Festival) 
has been held in China’s Tianmo Nature Scenic Area, located south of 
Guanting Reservoir in Xianonanxinpu, Heibei Province northwest of 
Beijing. In the summer 2019, Live Nation Entertainment collaborated 
with Sound Summer Ltd. to bring a broad range of performers—from 
pop-rock to hip-hop to electronic dance music—to the event, where 

Mackie has announced that 
Luis Wasserman has joined 
the legendary manufacturer 
of professional audio and 
musical instrument products 
as Sales Director, Asia-Pacific 
(APAC) region. Mr. Wasserman’s 
professional background blends 
six years of product management 
experience in Honeywell 
and Broan-NuTone with over 
eleven years of international 
sales leadership at Scantron 
Corporation and AMETEK. He 

holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Political Science from the Universidad de 
Los Andes and a Master’s degree in Business Administration (MBA) 
from the University of Minnesota.

In the late 1990s, Wasserman worked at EMI Music, promoting music in 
bars and nightclubs, which led to an interest in DJ’ing. Soon, “elDeejay” 
began performing as a mobile DJ at weddings, corporate events, and 
other celebrations, while continuing his successful sales career.

the Supernova stage utilized a ShowMatch DeltaQ compact line array 
system from Bose Professional.

Stage Arts Groups (S.A.G.), an artist management group and full-service 
provider of concert production services based in Beijing, provided all 
audio services for the MTA Festival’s main stage and its two secondary 
stages. S.A.G. deployed the Bose ShowMatch system, which included 
a total of 24 SM5, SM10 and SM20 line array elements and 12 SMS118 
subwoofers, at the 20-meter wide Supernova stage. The two main left 
and right arrays were suspended at a height of 9 meters.

“For such a compact system, ShowMatch was able to handle electronic 
dance music outdoors, even on a large stage,” shared Antinio Li, system 
engineer for S.A.G. who was responsible for adjusting and optimizing 
the Bose Professional system. “I did not expect the ShowMatch line 
array boxes to have enough output and presence [given their size]. 
But the system is fully capable, and the low-frequency impact of the 
SMS118 was especially impressive.”

pro.bose.com

“We’re delighted to have Luis Wasserman promoting Mackie in Asia,” 
declares Mackie Vice President of Worldwide Sales Henri Cohen. “His 
extensive cross-cultural sales experience and education combine with 
his DJ experience and personal interest in music and audio technology 
to make him a great fit for us. He will be an excellent asset for Mackie 
and for our distributors and dealers in the APAC region.”

“I’m thrilled to have this opportunity to use my DJ’ing knowledge and 
my professional sales skills to help drive APAC sales for my favorite 
audio equipment manufacturer,” enthuses Wasserman. “I have reached 
my Ikigay—a Japanese concept that translates as ‘reason for being,’ the 
crossroad between doing what you love, what you are good at, what’s 
good for the world, and what you can get rewarded for doing.”
Wasserman will continue to be based in Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
where he resides with his wife and three children. 

www.mackie.com

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://pro.bose.com/
https://mackie.com/
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USA

LDI Strengthens 2020 Vision with Questex 

MIDDLE EAST

Sherin Dsouza Joins CT Middle East 

The Live Design International Conference and Tradeshow (LDI) has 
firmed up its experiential design foundations by joining the Questex 
stable.

The move follows the runaway success of LDI2019, held at the 
Las Vegas Convention Center in November, which reported record 
attendance from an array of both established and first-time exhibitors. 
Armed with these figures, it is now aligning its mission for growth in 
the experiential sector with Questex, which has US offices in New York, 
Boston and Washington DC.

“This exciting development allows us to provide our audience and 
exhibitors with even better experiences, professional training, and 
engagement as Questex is strategically focused on the experience 
economy,” said LDI Show Director, Jessi Cybulski. “LDI remains 
dedicated to serving and growing the live design community. We 
don’t anticipate any of our Live Design/LDI Community will experience 
any changes, except good ones, as we move forward. Expect more 
information on this soon.”

Questex states its goal is to create a ‘world-class information services 
business by advancing companies who help people live longer, healthier 
and better lives through the Experience Economy.’ 

“The Experience Economy is here. Companies driven by ‘experiences’ 
have a competitive advantage with business growth. In fact, they grow 
four times faster than companies that don’t embrace the Experience 
Economy,” said Paul Miller, CEO, Questex. “Research shows that 74 
percent of consumers prioritize experiences over products or things. 
The customer experience has taken over from price and product 
features as the key brand differentiator because individuals want to 
participate in meaningful work completed on their own timetables. 
As businesses compete for the attention of customers, experiences 
become a unique selling point.”

Kelly Turner, Director of Sales at LDI, commented: “Our focus is now 
on LDI2020 as we continue to grow and work to provide a conference 
and tradeshow that focuses on the elevation and success of the Live 
Experience Production industry.

“LDI remains true to its core audience of designers, technicians, 
programmers, consultants, and end users of entertainment technology 
for all types of live events. The exhibit floor will comprise the leading 
manufacturers you know and love, as well as emerging ones, as the 
show expands into new areas. In addition, the intensive, week-long 
conference program will remain the industry’s most comprehensive 
source for professional training.” 
 
LDI2020 will take place at the Las Vegas Convention Center, October 
19-25, 2020. 

www.questex.com
www.ldishow.com

CT Middle East welcomes Sherin Dsouza 
as the new Operations Assistant and 
Client Relationship Manager. Sherin 
has joined CTME to assist Rob Turner 
in developing the newly established 
communications and networking 
division. She brings over 7 years of 
experience in the AV industry and has 
a strong audio and communications 

background. Sherin will look after the logistics and operational 

planning/execution and client communication for CT’s communications 
and networking division. Sherin’s knowledge and skill set make her a 
great asset to the team and she has already shown great commitment 
to her role. 

www.ct-group.com

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.questex.com/
https://www.ldishow.com/
https://www.ct-group.com/me/en
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NEWS

GLOBAL

L-ISA Technology Expands Console Partnership with Yamaha 

THAILAND

ETC Asia Appoints L&E to Expand into the Thai Market 

As L-ISA technology continues to be adopted by live events like the 
recent Bon Iver and Mark Knopfler tours, and in permanent installations 
such as Sydney Coliseum, L-Acoustics has announced the expansion 
of console partners, adding Yamaha Professional Audio, who has co-
developed an L-ISA DeskLink for their flagship Rivage PM7 and PM10 
mixing systems. 

“Collaborating with the creative team of experts at Yamaha has resulted 
in an exceptionally sleek integration of the L-ISA object controls into 

Welcoming the new year and effective 1st January 2020, ETC Asia will 
be partnering up with Lighting and Equipment Public Company Limited 
(“L&E”) to expand into the Thai market. L&E will be distributing and 
overseeing all ETC products for the whole of Thailand.

L&E has been in the lighting industry for more than two decades, 
started in 1993 and growing into the large lighting manufacturer and 

Rivage mixing workflow. The new DeskLink is a great example of 
collaborative design,” explains Sherif El Barbari, director of L-ISA Labs. 

Within the Rivage consoles, for every mono or stereo input channel, a 
direct control of L-ISA Objects or Groups will be available on the console 
control surface and touch screens. The five main L-ISA parameters - 
Pan, Width, Distance, Elevation, Aux send - will also be stored for each 
object in the console Scenes, with dedicated recall scope.

The L-ISA DeskLink provides a seamless workflow on two of the 
industry’s leading consoles, allowing for immersive hyperreal mixing 
in a familiar environment, making adoption of L-ISA technology even 
easier.

“It has been a real pleasure to collaborate with the team at L-Acoustics 
to create a dedicated, deeply integrated and flexible user interface. As 
the reputation of Yamaha Rivage PM mixing systems for outstanding 
sound quality and traditional Yamaha reliability continues to grow, this 
project will benefit our many joint customers throughout the world.” 
comments Chris Angell, Yamaha Pro Audio R&D.

www.l-isa-immersive.com

distributor with strong foundations it is today. With 
their ambition to continue growing and expanding 
into markets previously untapped, L&E will be freshly 
delving into professional and architainment lighting 
on top of their already well-versed lighting markets. 
Their most recent project being the True Icon Hall at 
ICON Siam, where L&E supplied and installed over 
250 Color Source PAR Pearl for the venue.

Over the years, L&E has continuously upheld their 
mission in strict quality control, honest ethical 
practices and staying fair to customers which is 
compatible with ETC’s core company beliefs. ETC is 
looking forward to a great partnership with L&E in 

serving the Thailand market together.

www.etcconnect.com

http://www.e-techasia.com
http://www.l-isa-immersive.com/live-sound/
https://www.etcconnect.com/
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INDIA

Chakor Sound Makes Waves In India With Yamaha RIVAGE PM7

Based in Mumbai, India, Chakor Sound is committed to providing the 
best equipment and service for the demanding needs of a diverse 
range of events. The company’s recent investment in a Yamaha RIVAGE 
PM7 digital mixing system has highlighted its determination to keep 
delivering the ultimate in production values.

Established over four decades ago, Chakor Sound has grown to become 
one of India’s leading providers of live sound and other audio solutions, 
as well as servicing international tours. Maintaining an inventory of 
industry-leading audio systems, its relationship with Yamaha dates back 
to its investment in analogue mixers, later upgrading to the LS9 and 
M7CL digital mixing consoles. Since then, the company has entrusted 
all of its investment in digital consoles with the Yamaha brand. This has 
included most of the Yamaha range, including the CL5 and QL5.

The company has recently purchased a RIVAGE PM7 digital mixing 
system, proud to be the first Indian production company to do so.

“RIVAGE PM7 offers similarly high standards of operation and workflow 
efficiency to Yamaha’s flagship RIVAGE PM10 digital mixing system, but 
in a relatively compact, portable package. Features like the Rupert Neve 
Designs SILK processing and the advanced DaNSe noise suppression 

plug-in raise everything to a whole new level,” says Ankit Purao, mixing 
engineer at Chakor Sound. 

“It has changed the way how I mix shows, the console layout is so 
intuitive and user-friendly.” Fellow engineer, Anish Purao, agrees, “I love 
the sound quality, headroom, effects and, of course, the reliability of 
Yamaha digital mixing systems. I feel no other manufacturer can offer 
the same tonality and audio quality, while features like the custom layer 
functions on each bank are invaluable,” he says.

For Anish and Ankit, ultimately it all comes back to reliability and 
uniform, high sound quality at every type and size of event. “As more 
and more engineers and artists experience how the RIVAGE PM series 
adds to their performances, we couldn’t be more excited about how 
it has quickly risen to become an industry standard for those who 
appreciate the best quality sound.”

www.yamaha.com

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.yamaha.com/2/proaudio/
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NEWS

THAILAND

dBTechnologies Names Sonos Libra as New Official Distributor in Thailand

APAC

City Music Awarded 2019 Mackie APAC Distributor of the Year Award

Italian Pro Audio manufacturer dBTechnologies strengthens its position 
in Thailand by teaming up with Sonos Libra, one of the local newest 
leading audio distributors. The agreement gives Sonos Libra exclusive 
distribution of the complete dBTechnologies’ product portfolio of 
touring, install and M.I. audio systems.

“In the last few years dBTechnologies’ presence in South Eastern 
Asia professional audio industry is considerably growing” says 
dBTechnologies APAC Sales Manager Manuele Poli. “We are at a 
point where we need strategic partnerships to meet a larger base 
of professionals and disclose our products’ full potential. When we 
met Alfonso Rodriguez and Sonos Libra’s team I immediately realized 

City Music Co. Pte Ltd is the recipient of the 2019 Mackie APAC 
Distributor of the Year award, that was presented at this year’s NAMM 
2020 convention in Anaheim, California. City Music had an outstanding 

(L-R):Simon Rains Sonos Libra Chief Engineer, Manuele Poli of dbTechnologies and  
Alfonso Martin Rodriguez of Sonos Libra

that their sales approach and advanced technical skills 
were exactly what dBTechnologies needed to enhance 
the brand perception and further flourish in the local 
professional market.” enthuses Poli.

Sonos Libra’s CEO Alfonso Martín Rodríguez explains 
his clear vision of the role that dBTechnologies will 
play in Sonos Libra product portfolio: “dBTechnologies 
is a growing company and is now playing at a higher 
level. We are very happy to start from this stage 
together and we feel very fortunate to start the 
distribution in Thailand. Rental market in South East 
Asia is very competitive at any level and we currently 
had no products to full-fill the expectations on well-

engineered and manufactured products offering a rapid 
ROI. Being able to offer good pricing without sacrificing 

performance, quality, speed of deployment and most importantly, 
safety, is key to most of the companies,” said Mr Rodriguez. 

“dBTechnologies VIO series offers the best solution for audio providers, 
and we are already planning a brand re-launching to increase visibility 
as well as demo events and regular public trainings on the professional 
systems. Also, we are creating a solid structure with our dealers to 
reach nationwide with the amazing dBTechnologies M.I. products.”

www.dbtechnologies.com
www.sonoslibra.com

sales performance of 87% 
growth over the previous year. 
The company also hosted 
and provided Mackie product 
training for the region and 
initiated a campaign to launch 
and promote the Mackie DRM-
series. Beyond that, City Music 
also opened Mackie products to 
new markets and retail channels 
throughout the year.

mackie.com
citymusic.com.sg

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.dbtechnologies.com/en/home/
http://www.sonoslibra.com/
https://mackie.com/
https://www.citymusic.com.sg/
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ASIA

ETC Eos Console Training

Between November 5th and November 15th, ETC Asia hosted a series 
of Essentials, Advanced and Train-the-Trainer console seminars in 
Singapore and Hong Kong. ETC welcomed Declan Randall and Kwok-Fai 
Mak as instructors with Audrey Leung as an assistant, teaching students 
from Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and Korea. 

Kwok-Fai first received Declan’s Train-the-Trainer program in Singapore, 
before returning to Hong Kong to teach his own ETC Asia Eos Essentials 
Training session while Declan supervised on the side. 
One of the attendees commented: “Being able to meet lighting 
designers from different countries made this experience extremely 
worthwhile.” 

Among the students were a few MA users, looking for a fresh breath 
of air. When asked which console they prefer and why, a few stated 
interest in switching over to Eos, because although MA consoles are 
faster, Eos consoles are much more detail oriented and precise. Eos 
consoles are also easy to learn and pick up, even after a hiatus.

With the help of the admin, sales and marketing teams, the sessions 
proceeded smoothly, garnering positive feedback from all parties. 

ETC Asia will be hosting more training sessions in Asia in the future.

www.etcconnect.com

ETC Eos Advanced training session attendees in  
Singapore with Declan

Students hard at work with Kwok-Fai Mak teaching his first  
Asia ETC Eos Essentials session

APAC

Asia Pacific Market Gets Direct Access to Prolyte Channels
As of January 10, 2020, Prolyte has discontinued Prolyte Asia Pacific 
(PAP) and Prolyte Doughty Japan (PDJ) as Prolyte distributors. A result 
of Prolyte, PAP, and PDJ not reaching a mutual agreement on future 
relationships after the restructuring of the new Prolyte B.V.

With that, all Prolyte customers and accounts will be served directly 
from Prolyte, the Netherlands, having direct access to premium 
services, the best technical support, and improved conditions.

“It is essential for us to support our customers at every level. As 
we continue to become the industry’s prime leader in customer 
satisfaction, Prolyte is always seeking to take the entertainment 
industry to the next level. Giving the Asian market direct access to 
Prolyte products enables everyone to react adequately to future market 
developments,”  said William Voskuil, Prolyte Sales Director.

We at Prolyte will continue with our philosophy of serving the market 
through our worldwide network of distributors and partners. For the 
markets in the Asia Pacific and Oceanic region, we are always looking 

for partners with an entrepreneurial spirit and knowledge in our 
entertainment industry. To help us expand our distributing network and 
improve access to products, education, and safety to the market.

“We achieve greatness by working together as a unified team. Our 
network plays a big and important role in Prolyte’s success, and 
we’re looking forward to the new partners joining the Prolyte family,” 
commented Fons van Teijn.

For enquiries, interested parties can contact Prolyte’s Sales team 
directly at +31 59 48 51 555 (CET: 8:30 - 17:00) or send an email to 
sales@prolyte.com.

During off hours (CET: 8:30 – 22:00), parties can contact Peter-Tjalling 
Siertsema (psiertsema@prolyte.com) at +31 6 15 96 99 47 or William 
Voskuil (wvoskuil@prolyte.com) at +31 6 46 63 31 52. 

www.prolyte.com

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.etcconnect.com/
https://www.prolyte.com/
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HONG KONG SAR / MACAU SAR

PROLIGHTS Appoints D&T PROLIGHT & SOUND LIMITED
PROLIGHTS has appointmented D&T 
PROLIGHT & SOUND LIMITED as distributor 
for Hong Kong and Macau.

The young and ambitious company was 
established two years ago by two passionate 
and experienced veterans, eager to join 
forces in order to deliver innovative AVL 
solutions to the Hong Kong and Macau 
market.

“Our vision is to provide state-of-the-art 
professional lighting, audio and video 
solutions to our partners and users” 
explained Dominic Cho, Regional Sales 
Manager for D&T PROLIGHT & SOUND LIMITED. “Analyze systematically 
our clients’ needs and facilitate them hassle-free by provision of one-
stop world class solutions and services, as well as staying focus, are 
definitely our core valuable strengths.

We approached PROLIGHTS due to its impressive broad selections 
and comprehensive market differentiation, which reinforces our 
ambitions to deliver top quality total solutions to different segments 
in our industry. Our recent visit to PROLIGHTS’ Headquarter had 

enabled us to see all its amazing facilities 
and an energetic team. I was blown 
away by its top-notch quality when I saw 
PROLIGHTS’ demo samples and they have 
outperformed some market big names 
that I had come across for the past years. 
With the professional supports from 
PROLIGHTS’ brand I have much confidence 
that we will attain synergy. I strongly 
believe PROLIGHTS will grow rapidly to 
become a respectful leading player in the 
global market, and its corporate visions 
and values will definitely escalate our 
company to the next level.”

Paolo Albani, International Sales Manager for PROLIGHTS said: “We’re 
thrilled about this partnership. Having D&T PROLIGHT & SOUND 
LIMITED among our distribution network will help us to meet the 
needs of the Hong Kong and Macau market. I firmly believe they’re the 
perfect partner to succeed in this strategic Country and I’m confident 
about our success there as well”.

prolights.it
www.dntprolight.com

INDIA

Ganpati Sound Invests in Adamson

Jaipur based sound and light rental company, Ganpati Sound has 
added Adamson E-Series and S-Series loudspeakers to their inventory, 
fortifying their sound reinforcement in the region. Supplied by 
Adamson’s distributor in India - Sonotone and LBT, their new Adamson 
speakers include E15 line source enclosures, E219 & E119 subwoofers 
and S10 line array cabinets all powered by Lab.gruppen PLM20K44 
amplifiers.
 

Banwari Lal Sharma, owner of Ganpati Sound explains, “The live audio 
industry is growing at a swift rate and it is crucial to implement state-
of-the-art technology to stay ahead. Adamson is a world-leader in the 
loudspeaker market and it has a splendid product line. We are proud 
to announce the very first Adamson sound system of Rajasthan and 
would like to thank Eshdeep Bhasin, Director of LBT Lighting and Karan 
Nagpal, Director of Sonotone for all the support.”
 
The new package was already put to work at the IPF Star Awards held 
at the Jaipur Exhibition and Convention Centre on January 5th, 2020, 
featuring a performance from renowned rapper & singer Badshah.
 
“We were exhilarated to use our new Adamson line arrays for the IPF 
awards,” comments Mr. Sharma. “The E-Series and S10 performed 
incredibly well and took little effort to get the system sounding great. 
We received fantastic reviews on the sound quality and efficiency 
across the board. This fits perfectly in our expansion plans and 
allows us the opportunity to provide our clients with the best audio 
equipment available.”

sonotone.in

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.prolights.it/
https://www.dntprolight.com/
http://sonotone.in/
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SEA

Total Solution New PIXERA Distributor in SEA Region 

AV Stumpfl, the Austrian AV technology manufacturer, officially 
announced the Singapore based company Total Solution Marketing 
as their new PIXERA media server distributor for Singapore, Thailand, 
Malaysia and Indonesia, ahead of this year’s ISE exhibition in 
Amsterdam.

Total Solution is an acclaimed distributor of professional lighting, smart 
rigging, and media servers in their respective region. Established in the 
year 1998, Total Solution takes pride in offering great value, superior 
customer service and cutting-edge products to their customers.

The products and services provided by Total Solution are used for 
entertainment events and performing arts venues such as concert halls, 
theatres, large scale ceremonies, corporate events, product launches, 
schools, convention centers, galleries, public spaces, house of worship 
applications and museums.

In addition to being a highly successful distributor, the Total Solution 
engineering team is well known for offering in-depth training sessions 
related to the products in their portfolio.

Total Solution Marketing Deputy Sales Director Terence Yee comments 
on the new development: “With so many different media server 
systems available on the market, we were very curious in 2019 to find 

out more about this multi award winning system called PIXERA. Our 
engineers quickly identified the great potential of this new and exciting 
platform. One particularly impressive aspect is the unique GUI (general 
user interface) approach in addition to the sheer power of PIXERA’s 
64-bit render engine. We are confident that this multi award winning 
system will soon become very popular in our region.”

AV Stumpfl CEO Fabian Stumpfl explains the strategic significance of the 
new partnership: “The Total Solution team has an excellent reputation 
and more than a decade of experience when it comes to dealing with 
professional media server applications and projects. They are uniquely 
qualified to help us grow our media server market share in the SEA 
region. We could not have hoped for a better distributor and are looking 
forward to a highly successful partnership.”

In addition to their HQ in Singapore, Total Solution Marketing also has 
an official branch office in Bangkok, Thailand.

www.tsm-int.com
www.avstumpfl.com

(L-R): Qin Xiao Da (Product Specialist & Support Manager); Diyana  
(Product Specialist & Support Executive - Media); Terence Yee (Deputy Sales Director)

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.tsm-int.com/
http://www.avstumpfl.com/pixera
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AUSTRALIA

Sydney Lights of Christmas: a 10 Year Tradition 

For many of those who observe Christmas, the ritual – doing the same 
thing every year – is an enormous part of the appeal. It’s what we 
look forward to. Those celebrating Christmas in Sydney, Australia are 
delighted that, for the tenth year in a row, AGB Events has produced its 
Lights of Christmas spectacular. It has become a Sydney tradition, and a 
much-anticipated event for families throughout the city – and beyond. 
For many, the Christmas season doesn’t start until Lights of Christmas 
are on. 

The first Lights of Christmas was established by AGB Events in 2010 with 
the support of the NSW State Government. Throughout its existence, 
it has reflected the reality of an Australian Christmas - an imaginative 
representation of what Christmas means to Sydneysiders – so, none 
of the snow or reindeer that characterise the festival in the northern 
hemisphere. Instead, Lights of Christmas focuses on themes that are 
central to the celebration: love, sharing, hope, warmth, friendship, 
the importance of helping others – all illustrated with compelling 
kaleidoscopes of light and colour. 

“We take great pride in creating meaningful and memorable public 
celebrations that draw communities together so successfully that 
they become an integral part of the cultural landscape,” said Anthony 
Bastic, CEO and Creative Director of AGB Events. “That’s what Lights of 
Christmas has become.”

“While it’s a unique event, Lights of Christmas is representative of the 
kind of events we’ve created for governments and city/state councils 
around the world – not just Australia, but the United States, Europe 
and Asia - on many occasions, and many of them have become annual 
fixtures,” continued Anthony. “What we do is to create public events 
that contribute to the cultural fabric of a city and that use light and 
sound, digital storytelling and cutting-edge audiovisual equipment from 
leading suppliers to engage a diverse range of community groups.” 

Lights of Christmas presented by Paynter Dixon and created and 
produced by AGB Events, returned to St Mary’s Cathedral from 
Thursday 5 December 2019 until Christmas night. It saw AGB Events 
once again using the iconic St. Mary’s Cathedral as its 75-metre high 
backdrop to deliver ‘Ascension’, drawing on the principles of religious 
architecture and depicting the Christmas story through a series of 
dioramas drawn from exquisite early Renaissance artworks. Giles 
Westley at AGB Events lead the design team to create ‘Ascension’. 
The animated images featured 9 million pixels and 256,000 lumens 
of brightness on the cathedral’s sandstone façade with all high 
performance digital video projection technology and expertise provided 
by TDC – Technical Direction Company. The visuals are accompanied for 
an hour each evening by a specially-commissioned soundtrack from the 
St. Mary’s Cathedral Choir. 

Previous themes have included ‘Peace, Good Will and Wisdom’, ‘Unity’, 
‘The Joy of Giving’ and, for the United Nations International Year of 
Light in 2015, ‘Light is Life’.  

“All of our projects centre on brilliant illuminations, often using 
buildings, whole streets – or even, as we did for Halo at Townsville, 
a mountain range – as backdrops, and are made possible by the 
incredible creativity and imagination of our design team in combining 
art, architecture, geometry, design, photography, and digital animation 
to create compelling, memorable and culturally relevant experiences 
that make a difference to those who witness them,” concluded 
Anthony.  

Images © AGB Events
www.agb.events
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SINGAPORE

Sennheiser Conducts Digital 6000 and Radio Frequency Workshop

APAC

JR Chai on Second Tour with Vari-Lite

Sennheiser previewed the Digital 6000 series to an eager audience 
at The Star Performing Arts Centre in mid January, demonstrating 
its intent to set new standards in professional audio, and open new 
possibilities to empower a variety of use cases across commercial, 
industrial and educational spaces.

Conducted by Volker Schmitt, Director of Customer Development 
and Application Engineering, Sennheiser electronic GmbH & C. KG, 
the event was graced by 20 multi-hyphenated attendees across 
various functions of the professional AVL space, including the likes of 

MediaCorp, The Production People (TPP), and prominent engineers who 
work closely with local acts MICappella, The Sam Willows and Charlie 
Lim. 

In addition to Digital 6000 and SK 6212-related insights shared 
by Volker and the Sennheiser Professional Audio Solutions team, 
other topics covered during the highly-informative session included 
the Characteristics of Radio Frequency, Advanced RF Frequency 
Management and Case Studies (Eurovision, Rio De Janeiro Carnival 
Parade). 

Sharing on the conclusion of the successful workshop, Garry Tjhin, 
Product Manager, Sennheiser Asia commented: “The Digital 6000 
represents a new dawn, eliminating intermodulation while enabling 
operation in a 400 KHz equidistant frequency grid. This results in 
seamless efficiency combined with a simplified setup that keeps things 
easy and uncomplicated for the user – just like the nature of our 
workshops that facilitate greater synergy and networking activities 
among friends of the brand.”

www.sennheiser.com
 

Vari-Lite has appointed JR Chai as Business Development Manager, APAC. JR Chai is no stranger to the 
industry in Asia as he had been the primary contact point for Vari-Lite in Asia from 2001 to 2016. JR will 
be based in Singapore and will once again help the brand to increase its sales activities in the region. 

JR is contactable at jr.chai@signify.com
www.vari-lite.com

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://en-sg.sennheiser.com/
mailto:jr.chai%40signify.com?subject=
https://www.vari-lite.com/
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AUSTRALIA

Claypaky Lighting Fixtures Help Unveil Ferrari’s F8 Tributo at Gala  
Event in Sydney 

Fusion Entertainment provided the technical production for the 
gala unveiling of the Ferrari F8 Tributo in Sydney, Australia using a 
complement of Claypaky fixtures to illuminate the car’s debut at the 
black-tie event.

The glittering evening marked the first Australian appearance for the 
new, half-million dollar mid-engined supercar.  It has been called the 
pinnacle of Italian excellence, and its V8 engine seen as the epitome of 
sportiness and driving pleasure.

More than 300 guests gathered at Sydney’s White Bay passenger 
terminal for an immersive Ferrari experience. The 2,000-square meter 
space was filled with classic cars in Ferrari’s iconic shade of red and 
speeches paid homage to the luxury brand’s history and the debut of 
“the best 8-cylinder in the world.”

Some 200 Fusion staff members worked continuously across 36 hours 
to install and prepare for the event.  They put together 5.1 tons of 

rigging equipment, 6,000 meters of cabling, 158 meters of black drape 
and a total of 236 lights to create a 348-square meter staging structure 
standing 1.5 meters high.

The evening began with guests watching a five-minute AV spectacular 
on the F8 Tributo, dotted with archival footage from Ferrari’s vault, in 
the pre-function area.  When it was time to reveal the new vehicle the 
function area went to black and a 60-meter kabuki drop showed an 
astonishing collection of Ferrari V8s, on display for the first time outside 
Italy.  The F8 Tributo emerged from under the stage through fog and 
lasers and past its predecessors to take its position on the podium.

Fusion mounted Claypaky Sharpy fixtures on either side of the podium; 
several more were used for the moment of reveal with Oracle Laser’s 
Laser Sharpy attachment.

“We also used quite a few Claypaky Mythos 2 in this area; it’s such 
a versatile fixture that allows us to do a wide range of effects,” says 
Fusion’s Technical Director for the event, Paul Walton.  “On this job we 
were most impressed with how well the Ferrari logo projection looked 
with the output we achieved.”

Five Claypaky Stormys provided a general wash in the area as well as 
high-energy strobe effects moments before the blackout and kabuki 
drop.

The event was designed and produced by Flare Creative Experiences.  
Show Technology Australia is the Claypaky distributor for the region.

www.claypaky.com

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.claypaky.it/en/home/
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Hippotizer Heightens 2020 Celebrations in China

New Year’s Eve presents a broadcaster battleground in China as the 
main networks compete for the most-viewers crown. Satellite channel 
Hunan TV rose to the challenge, commissioning a countdown-to-2020 
live show featuring big-name artists backed by party-enhancing lasers, 
lighting effects and video content.

Shanghai-based Honest AV was brought in to deliver a video solution 
for the ambitious programme, specifying ten Hippotizer Media Servers 
to drive visuals for more than 50 acts and events during the evening. 
The content was a mixture of live feed to IMAG screens and pre-made 
content by NDIMENSIONS.

“Two Boreal+ and four Boreal DVDL Media Servers were used to play 
the video material, three as the main output and three as hot backup,” 
explains Fei Zheng from Honest AV. “A further three Boreal+ machines 
were used on the VJ elements of the show.”

There were three stages on site: the main stage, a water curtain stage, 
and a small stage. The main Boreal+ and Boreal DVDL Servers outputted 
21 signals to all LED screens on site, a huge total of 4000 square metres 
of screens.

“The NDIMENSIONS designers used the real-time rendering function 
of Hippotizer to simplify the time and cost of content production, using 
PREP to program in the early stages to improve work efficiency,” Zheng 
continues. “Before the performance, all content fed into the Hippotizer 
software was rendered and outputted through the After Effects 
component of FlexRes. Using this tool can greatly improve the efficiency 
of uploading materials on site, and protect copyright more effectively 
for designers.

“For us and for the production team, every function of Hippotizer 
is very practical - it provides a very stable platform, which is very 
important for such live programs.”

www.green-hippo.com

NEWS
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disguise vx 4 Media Servers Play Key Role in Toyota Booth at The Tokyo 
Motor Show 2019

The 46th biennial Tokyo Motor Show drew 1.3 million visitors in 
October unveiling many new vehicles and concept cars to eager crowds. 
The Toyota booth engaged guests with a giant LED canvas, interactive 
elements and live-gaming racing with help from disguise vx 4 media 
servers supplied by Hibino, a disguise Rental Partner.

“The booth’s main display was a seamless 77.4 meters long and 24,768 
pixels wide LED wall” says Emu Hino, Technical Director. “The Future 
City CG on the main display, which served as the background for the 
entire booth, was immersive and exciting. The experience of being 
surrounded by it and interacting with various content in the booth was 
very special for visitors.”

Hino explains that, “the pixel width of the display was never shown 
before, and 6x 4K outputs for perfect pixel management and 
synchronisation was required. Instead of the conventional 8-bit 256 
colours we also needed 10-bit 1,024 colours. So, this was a project 
where there was no compromise in terms of scale and image quality.”

The disguise vx 4 media servers and r16 software were chosen for their 
NotchLC integration and 10-bit pipeline. 

“disguise is a leader in the industry and the vx 4 played a central role in 
seamlessly delivering on the quality required by the motor show” said 
Hino. 

Hibino began testing the unprecedented display several months prior to 
the motor show and received a lot of support from disguise during that 
time in the form of remote sessions and people on the ground in Tokyo. 

“Without disguise’s support in terms of people and technology I don’t 
think the project would have been a success” said Hino. 

Three vx 4 units not only drove the main display but also other LED 
screens scattered through the booth for a total of 8x 4K outputs. 

“The entire booth was surrounded by LED displays, and disguise 
operated the show for 10 hours a day for two weeks without incident,” 
Hino stated. “As the person in charge of the system, I can say it was a 
very big achievement!”

This project was the first time Tomoya Ohashi, Technical Operator, used 
disguise, “I was very surprised to be able to manage multiple servers 
and huge pixels from a single GUI. We were able to flexibly respond to 
changes on site and complex requests with intuitive operation, and we 
were able to enjoy the operation.’’

www.disguise.one
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Roadie Test Drives Versatile Ayrton MiniPanel-FX and Diablo-TC

When Singapore-based lighting design company, Roadie Pte Ltd, 
purchased a substantial number of Ayrton lighting fixtures from 
exclusive local distributor, Total Solutions Marketing Pte Ltd, it was 
an opportunity to find out what persuaded them to choose their 24 
MiniPanel-FX and 18 Diablo-TC fixtures.

Roadie’s professional team of individuals provides lighting design for 
productions, shows and events locally in Singapore and internationally. 
They were pleased to explain that the fixtures had been purchased 
primarily to support their lighting designs and that they chose Ayrton 
for good reason: “As lighting designers who are constantly on the 
ground, we look out for multiple factors in our equipment - quality of 
light, flicker-free LED sources, uniqueness, versatility and form factor 
are vital. The quality of light from both Diablo-TC and MiniPanel-FX is 
superb. The fixtures have high energy efficiency, with an impressive 
output and great colour rendering. Both fixtures also dim smoothly, 
are flicker-free and broadcast-friendly, which are all crucial for our 
purposes.” 

Explaining in more detail, the team added: “A key point of Diablo-TC, 
which helped to win us over, is the inclusion of framing shutters. All 
this is jam-packed into a small, lightweight and sleek body. And for 
MiniPanel-FX, the square face, lens type and individual pixel control 
combine for a unique look that makes the fixture truly versatile. Plus, 
the ease of fitting it into our design concepts gives it an edge over the 
other LED washes available in the market.”

The Roadie team confirmed that both sets of fixtures were initially 
purchased with specific shows in mind. “Thanks to Ayrton and Total 
Solutions Marketing, we managed to receive our fixtures just in time 

NEWS

to bring them out for the first projects, with only short lead times from 
ordering to arrival! The shows included a live-streamed/broadcast 
religious event, with MiniPanel-FX, and a live-streamed corporate event 
using Diablo-TC. Both fixtures have gone on to power through various 
other types of projects, from corporate to concerts, broadcast and 
more.”

Now that the team has had good experience using their new Ayrton 
fixtures, they are convinced of their suitability for any rental company: 
“Our first batch of Ayrton products, purchased in July 2018, were 12 
MiniPanel-FX. This light is unique in that it can be used in a typical LED 
wash setting, for creative solutions and more, and one year on, we are 
still finding new ways to use the fixture.  

“Aside from its versatility, it is fuss-free in terms of maintenance. 
Other fixtures on the market use an external zoom, but MiniPanel-
FX’s internal zoom has proven to be more stable and requires less 
maintenance while still providing an impressive zoom range.

“Diablo-TC can be used for most applications and it looks great even 
before we turn on the fixture! The compact body combined with its 
high output makes it one of our top choices for small and mid-scale 
projects.”

Feedback from Roadie’s technicians was equally positive: “Diablo-TC 
and MiniPanel-FX are easy to set up being compact and lightweight. 
The low power consumption means that a single circuit can now power 
more fixtures while still providing high output, saving time and effort 
on additional cabling. This makes it easier to keep the rig and the venue 
looking neat and clean.”

Further benefits mentioned included the LumenRadio compatibility and 
RDM which proved helpful when fixtures are located in difficult to reach 
positions. “Overall a set up can be completed more efficiently, faster 
and with less physical effort.” 

When asked about using Ayrton fixtures going forward, Roadie were 
enthusiastic. “To have more Ayrton fixtures in our inventory would be 
great. As a company focused on lighting design, we work with various 
projects across the spectrum that require the versatility of these kind of 
fixtures. Both are now mainstays for supporting our different upcoming 
projects. Our question would be, what next from Ayrton? Ayrton has 
not disappointed in our search for multi-use luminaires and we are 
excited to see what they do next!”

www.ayrton.eu

Onion Low, Enqi Chee and Tan Chin Koon from Roadie with some of 
their new Ayrton Diablo-TC and MiniPanel-FX fixtures

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.ayrton.eu/
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VIDEO FILES

Rogue R1 BeamWash by  
CHAUVET Professional

Introduction to D.A.S. Audio  
EVENT-26A & EVENT-115A

ADJ Entour Chill

NEXO P+Series Overview

Rogue R1 Beam Wash is a versatile and compact moving head that 
projects a punchy beam and wash. Weighing just under 12 lbs., the 
unit features a custom-designed optical system with seven, 40W RGBW 
LEDs and an expansive zoom range of 5° to 58.2° that allows for it to 
project tight, solid beam effects at its most narrow and transforms the 
light source into a nice even wash with excellent color blending as it 
expands. The unit’s small size also allows for a superfast and smooth 
pan and tilt movement. It’s also RDM enabled for remote addressing 
and is equipped with a selectable PWM setting to maintain flicker free 
operation on camera.

The new models EVENT-26A and EVENT-115A are an innovative 
and compact new solution made in Spain that delivers impeccable 
performance across a variety of applications such as installations 
and live performances. The systems incorporate high-tech design, 
groundbreaking engineering, and quality transducers to provide great 
sound at the simplest way possible, offering an exceptional power-to-
size ratio, making these new models very easy to transport and with 
easy configuration.

The ADJ Entour Chill is a high-output, continuous low-lying fog machine, 
which uses standard water-based fog juice and ice cubes to generate an 
effect similar to that of dry ice. This latest addition to the Entour range 
of professional DMX-controlled effect generators builds on the success 
of ADJ’s immensely popular Mister Kool low-foggers, with enhanced 
technology to allow for increased output. A newly-developed 800W 
heater system allows for continuous output for up to an hour, while 
sophisticated new electronic temperature control lets the machine heat 
up in 3 minutes and stay at optimum temperature ready for immediate 
firing of the effect when it is required. 

NEXO P+Series - Compact, high-output point source loudspeakers that 
deliver full pristine sound at high volume levels. The NEXO P8, P10 and 
P12 offer great flexibility in rotating horn/dispersion, installation or 
touring models, black/white/custom colors, and much more!

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://youtu.be/pKtwqQ-kXNE
https://youtu.be/ZW38_UFCD4I
https://youtu.be/XFz6kdQPkJ4
https://youtu.be/oKtfY6VzHfU
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RF Venue Launches DISTRO9 HDR Antenna Distribution System for 
Wireless Microphones

Audio Performance Upgrades the KM15 Loudspeaker

RF Venue has announced the immediate availability of its much-
anticipated DISTRO9 HDR antenna distribution system, designed to 
provide system integrators and end users with a powerful new tool for 
configuring multi-channel wireless microphone systems.

DISTRO9 HDR’s proprietary architecture can connect up to 9 wireless 
microphone receivers with two zones of antenna coverage built-in.  
With superior gain flatness and high dynamic range across VHF, T-Band, 
and UHF, the DISTRO9 HDR comes ready for multi-band wireless 
microphone operation in a compact 1RU footprint.  Any of its clean, 
low-noise diversity outputs can be cascaded to another DISTRO9 HDR, 
for up to 17 channels of wireless microphones in just 2RU of rackspace.  
Multi-zone installations are easy with the DISTRO9 HDR’s two zone 
antenna inputs, providing coverage for large areas or multiple rooms, 
each with switchable DC power available for in-line amplifiers or active 
antennas.  

Featuring a robust internal power supply, the DISTRO9 HDR can provide 
clean DC power to wireless microphone receivers with an optional DC 

The multi-purpose KM15 loudspeaker gets a boost with a significant 
upgrade in power handing from 500 to 900 watts, allowing a SPL 
increase to 138 dB. The KM15 is a compact two-way passive system 
that employs a new single AP-15” ND low frequency driver mounted in 
a B-6 type vented enclosure. The high frequency unit is a one inch ferro 
fluid cooled driver coupled to a 40°/90°x60° AP asymmetrical horn. The 
system incorporates a low loss passive filter designed for flat frequency 
response and optimal phase alignment. The speaker can be applied as a 
F.O.H.,stage monitor or fixed install.

www.audio-performance.com

cable kit, and can also be powered directly from a DC battery source 
for location sound cart applications.  The DISTRO9 HDR is also ETL listed 
to meet bid specification requirements on municipal, government, and 
other high profile projects.  An internal I/O section provides a range 
of future module add-on capabilities ranging from remote web-based 
spectrum monitoring to bandpass filtering, and more.  As RF spectrum 
congestion grows and operating bands evolve worldwide, the DISTRO9 
HDR is highly configurable to meet the current and future needs of any 
professional wireless microphone system.

RF Venue is represented and managed across Asia Pacific by Loud 
Technologies Asia Pte Ltd. The DISTRO9 HDR is now shipping and 
available from all RF Venue authorized dealers and distributors 
worldwide.  

www.rfvenue.com
www.loudtechnologiesasia.com  

http://www.e-techasia.com
http://www.audio-performance.com/
https://www.rfvenue.com/
https://www.loudtechnologiesasia.com/
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True Multipurpose Point Source With Nexo’s New P8 And P10 
Enclosures

The P8 and P10 are true multi-purpose performers that have serious 
ambitions to become just as ubiquitous in the audio marketplace as 
their predecessors, the classic PS Series cabinets that made NEXO’s 
global reputation.

Inside custom birch and poplar plywood shells, the P8 features a coaxial 
8” LF driver with 1.5” diaphragm HF driver, and the P10 has a coaxial 
10” Neodymium LF driver and 1.7” diaphragm HF driver.  The horn 
driver can be rotated in both cabinets, something of a NEXO trademark 
after it was innovated in the PS Series.  However, in the new P+ Series, 
the quick-release Magnelis steel grille can be quickly removed, allowing 
the horn to be swapped out, changing the standard 100x100 degree 
dispersion for a 110x60 degree alternative.  The ability to achieve such 
wide dispersion and power will appeal to corporate AV users, keen to 
make small cabinets perform like big cabinets. 

The custom-designed coaxial drivers are at the heart of these speakers, 
responsible for smooth, clean sound and impressive SPL output: 129dB 
Peak for the P8 and 136dB Peak for the P10.  Special attention has been 
given to the design of the cooling system of the LF driver, ensuring 
outstanding power handling.  Frequency response is 66Hz-20kHz for P8, 
and 63Hz-20kHz for P10.  Such specifications position the new P+ Series 
cabinets at the top of the point source category in today’s market.

ENNOVATIONENNOVATION

The footprints of the two new P+ cabinets are very compact, and 
the enclosures are light in weight.  The P10 measures 497mm high x 
384mm wide x 274mm deep, and weighs 15kg.  The P8 is just 423mm x 
276mm x 250mm, weighing 12kg.  

Both P+ Series models are available in Touring and Installation versions.  
In the Touring version, two large handles on each side hold a 35mm 
pole stand adaptor and Speakon connector for discrete connection 
when the cabinets are used on pole stands or in wedge monitor 
applications.  Two other Speakon connectors are included on the back 
plate.  In the Installation version of the cabinets, a cable gland with a 
2 core cable for audio input ensures IP54 protection when it is used 
outdoors.

The new P+ Series models are accompanied by a comprehensive range 
of accessories, enabling them to be used in a wide variety of touring 
and installed applications.  NEXO has applied the same design principles 
to the accessories, so that there is an element of interchangeability 
within the range, which will be an advantage to holders of rental 
inventory.

P10 and P8 have a choice of power sources, with the NXAMP4x2Mk2 
and NXAMP4x1Mk2, as well as the affordable NEXO DTDcontroller and 
DTDAMP4x1.3, which can drive 1x P10 or 2x P8 per channel.  NXAMPs 
offer a dedicated set-up for each horn to ensure perfect coverage at any 
frequency.

From NEXO’s extensive and much-praised range of subbass designs, the 
L15 is recommended as the partner sub for P8 and P10.  With a new 
acoustic loading technique using a 15” bass horn, the L15 operates with 
maximum efficiency: nearly all the front face of the cabinet is used as a 
radiating surface to provide really impressive output.  With a frequency 
range of 40Hz-120Hz, and 139dB Peak SPL, this sub measures up as the 
most powerful in its category in the market.

Touring and installation versions of P8 and P10 will be produced in black 
and white scratch-resistant paint finishes, the first use of a new paint 
process which is described by Joseph Carcopino, NEXO’s head of R&D, 
as “100 times better than before”.  Applied using a special process, 
the paint finish prepares the P+ Series enclosures for use in all climate 
conditions, and enables them to deal robustly with the demands of 
stage monitoring use.  TUV and IP54 certification are provided for the 
installation versions of both cabinets.

www.nexo-sa.com

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.nexo-sa.com/
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Martin Audio Announces Five New Products for Asia

Martin Audio has announced the launch of five new products, 
specifically for Asian markets.

First out of the gates is the new S. Series, comprising three passive 
two-way systems — the S.10, S.12 and S.15. These combine the Martin 
Audio signature sound of warmth, clarity and smooth response with 
the vocal presence required for a fun Karaoke experience and designed 
specifically for small-medium entertainment installations and family 
KTV. 

S. Series enclosures feature a user-rotatable horn for vertical or 
horizontal orientation and multiple M8 threaded inserts for easy 
installation. The trapezoid enclosures are braced internally to reduce 
panel resonances and improve sonic performance and are finished in a 
textured black paint, with drivers protected by a perforated steel grille.

Rear ports couple the low-frequency output to walls or ceiling, 
producing enhanced bass output that can be felt without the need for 
additional subwoofers. This is particularly useful where space or budget 
may not allow for subwoofer support. In addition, the LF drivers have 
demodulating rings, providing clear, distortion-free vocal reproduction, 
even at high SPL. KTV loudspeakers can be used at high SPL’s for many 
hours, so the internal crossover networks incorporate technology 
to protect the low and high frequency drivers and assure reliability 
without interrupting the performance.

The S.10 is an extremely compact, two-way passive loudspeaker 
designed for family KTV, BOX KTV and music bar rooms which call for 
enjoyable sound over short throw distances. It utilises a 10”/2.5” voice 
coil, LF driver and a 1” exit HF compression driver with a 1.4” polyimide 
diaphragm.

The S.12 is a high-performance, two-way entertainment system 
featuring a 12”/2.5” voice coil LF driver unit and a 1” exit compression 
driver with a 1.4” (35mm) polyimide diaphragm on a rotatable 80° x 50° 
HF horn. 

The S.15 features a powerful 15”/3” voice coil LF drive unit and a 1” 
(25mm) exit HF compression driver with a 1.75” polyimide diaphragm 
for extended high frequency response.

In addition, Martin Audio has extended the best-selling BlacklineX 
series with the X218 subwoofer and the high power XH15 passive two-
way system, aimed at the club and entertainment market.

The X218 is a dual-driver, high performance subwoofer with an 
operating range of 42Hz-200Hz + 3dB. It produces high output levels 
141dB peak SPL (half space) with low distortion and can be used singly 
or stacked horizontally. It features dual 18”/4” voice coil, long-excursion 
drivers in a reflex enclosure with eight large ports that reduce air 
turbulence at high output levels.

For added versatility in deployment, the X218 is fitted with a 35mm 
pole-mount socket for mounting BlacklineX full-range enclosures, 
and integral M10 inserts provide for eyebolt suspension of a single 
enclosure. 

The high power Blackline XH15 provides improved performance over 
the existing Blackline X15 in a wide-bandwidth system and a compact 
and efficient package. 

Extended frequency response is provided by a 15” LF driver and a 1.4” 
exit compression driver mounted on a rotatable 80˚ x 50˚ constant 
directivity HF horn.

The LF driver features a tough, water resistant cone and a lightweight, 
high BL, neodymium motor system with inside/outside coil windings 
for improved heat transfer. An aluminium demodulating ring reduces 
distortion and improves midrange clarity at high levels and increased 
excursion is available via a triple roll surround and deep motor 
structure. The HF driver utilises a titanium diaphragm with controlled 
break-up modes for improved sonic performance at high frequencies 
and the crossover design and LF cone profile have been optimised 
to match the directivity of the HF horn and LF section through the 
crossover region.

All products will be shipping in Asia from the end of March 2020.

www.martin-audio.com

S. Series

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://martin-audio.com/
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GIS Launches Two Lightweight Entertainment Hoists for Mobile Use

Area Four Introduces Xstage S10 Stage

Swiss electric chain hoist manufacturer GIS AG 
has launched two new lightweight D8 products, of 
500kg and 1,000kg capacity, for mobile use in the 
entertainment sector.

As riggers continue to demand the lightest possible 
motors, the LPML and higher capacity LPL chain hoists 
are both capable of lifting over 40 times their own 
weight. The LPML weighs a modest 12kg (20kg with 
18m lifting height) and delivers a lifting capacity of half 
a ton. The LPL meanwhile lifts 1,000kg, and when fully 
equipped for an 18m lifting height weighs in at just 39kg 
(23kg net weight).

The hoists will be introduced as a supplement to the 
popular GIS D8+ motors, used for static suspension 
of loads over people. Hoists to the standard D8 
specification may also be used for static suspension of 
loads, but it is essential to have a secondary suspension, 
such as a load arrestor, for example. The hoists are 
manufactured in accordance with EN14492 and 
DIN56950.

Both motors are highly robust yet still light, thanks to the aluminium 
housing and covers. The design of the chain hoists in accordance with 
protection class IP65 [as standard] protects them against dust and 

Xstage S10 stage decks add up to a great choice with their newly 
designed, lightweight extruded aluminium profile that helps reduce 
the overall weight of the deck to only 33kg, while maintaining a high 
loading capacity of 750kg/m2! 

In fact, the S10 has become a favourite of live production professionals 
around the world and is the perfect stage deck choice for your small to 
large events. 

water. This makes them ideal for both mobile and outdoor 
use. They are extremely quiet running due to closed 
three-stage transmission with helical gearing and grease 
permanent lubrication.

Other standout features include case-hardened profile 
steel chain with minimum five-fold static safety; modular 
configuration; quick assembly and disassembly thanks to 
polygonal couplings; and low maintenance. 

A second independent DC spring-loaded brake can be 
mounted on the existing shaft in just a few steps without 
the need of a housing extension. Further options include 
low voltage control, limit switch for highest and lowest hook 
position, load and path measurement (LPL), trolleys, flight 
cases and controls. 

Thanks to the compact design, both the LPML and the LPL 
fit in conventional trusses. Transporting the chain hoists 
from one event to the next can therefore take place while 
still installed to save space, or in a transport case. The flight 
case boasts external dimensions of only 800mm x 630mm x 
630mm and accommodates four LPML motors.

www.gis-ag.ch

The net weight of the 
LPML is only 12kg with 
a lifting capacity of 
500kg. A second brake 
can be integrated in 
the housing on the 
existing shaft.

The S10 offers two choices for surface finish - a new indoor/outdoor 
hexagrip anti-slip surface on a heavy-duty 12mm birch plywood top 
or black painted finish on a 12mm poplar plywood top. The S10 also 
features a universal leg securing system that accepts a wide range of 
round and square legs.
 
The S10 provides a safe and stable deck at height, together with long-
lasting durability. It also fully complies with DIN 15921.

www.xstage-systems.com

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.gis-ag.ch/en
https://www.xstage-systems.com/products/decks/xstage-s10
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disguise Delivers Major Improvements with Latest Software Release r17

Designed in response to feedback gathered from disguise’s community 
of artists and technicians, r17 dramatically enhances the experience of 
building projects, unlocks better ways to work and saves time and effort 
when producing incredible live visuals.
 
disguise software enables users to ‘previsualise’ every pixel of a 
project before an event or installation. Doing this helps users align 
and delight every stakeholder ahead of time and deliver on schedule. 
r17 introduces to previsualisation powerful ‘Manipulators’ that give 
users the ability to select multiple objects on a 3D stage and offset, 
rotate and scale them at the click of a mouse. The feature dramatically 
improves efficiency and usability, reducing the time and effort needed 
to set up a project.

In r17, disguise has also taken compositing to the next level with 
‘PreComps’. Using the flexible timeline, users can now route video 
content between different layers, enabling them to blend and mix 
content sources to create a complete look. This new workflow allows 
users to create a pre-composition of layers which can be reused in 
multiple locations, making timelines cleaner and more flexible. Also 
SockPuppet projects - which allow users to control disguise via a 
lighting desk, iPad or networked device - now perform better and need 
less complex setups.

r17 also includes ‘NDI support’. Users can now stream an NDI source 
from content tools to the disguise stage, all in real-time, unlocking 

new workflows for esports, fixed installations, and TV productions. 
Integration with NDI can also be used as a streaming preview from 
content tools, such as 3DSMax or AfterEffects that enable users 
to finesse content accurately in-situ, saving time and speeding up 
workflows.

In addition to the above, the release includes a wide range of other 
improvements across disguise’s software to create a simply better 
experience for its users including 
For more information about and to download r17 visit the website 
below:

download.disguise.one 

ENNOVATION

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://download.disguise.one/
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L-Acoustics Releases L-ISA Controller v2.0 Software Update And 
Announces New Tracking System Partners

LD Systems Introduces the New MAUI Flagship

L-Acoustics is pleased to reveal the January release of a significant 
software update for its L-ISA Immersive Hyperreal Sound technology 
that will enable users to monitor the positioning of any tracked object 
in a 3D view. With L-ISA Controller version 2.0, source parameters—
including Pan, Width, Distance, and Elevation—can be mapped and 
scaled to all certified tracking systems.

Speaking of which, in tandem with the L-ISA v2.0 update, L-Acoustics 
announces that it has officially collaborated with four tracking 
software providers whose technologies can now function within the 
L-ISA ecosystem. These include Modulo Pi’s Modulo Kinetic, , TTA’s 
Stagetracker II, Robert Juliat’s SpotMe, and CAST Software’s BlackTrax 
Tracking Solutions.

Previously compatible with L-ISA’s earlier software, BlackTrax is a 
camera-based 2D and 6D tracking system that now offers improved 
integration within v2.0’s infrastructure. New features include the ability 
to have Real-Time Tracking Protocol positioning data output format 

Up to now, only the stars on big stages benefited 
from the sonic advantages of a cardioid speaker 
configuration. With the new MAUI 44 G2 active 
column PA system, solo musicians, small combos, DJs 
and entertainers can now enjoy their high SPL without 
worrying about low/mid frequency dispersion as well 
as getting acoustically lost in drowning basses on 
stage. Featuring 1,500 W RMS and 130 dB maximum 
SPL the powerful yet compact MAUI 44 G2 relies on 
the sound advantages of a cardioid column system 
and enables even more controlled dispersion in the 
low-mid frequencies. In combination with a second 
subwoofer, the low-end can also be operated in a 
cardioid configuration, providing focused public 
address and an acoustically clean stage.

(RTTrPM) converted to Open Sound Control (OSC) protocol in the L-ISA 
OSC Bridge, as well as the addition of having advanced parametric 
options within the L-ISA Trackers settings page.  

Designed by Modulo Pi, Modulo Kinetic is a high-end fully integrated 
media server solution. The new v3.3 of Modulo Kinetic includes full 
integration of L-ISA, enabling real-time interactions between video 
and spatial audio. The spatial audio system is now included in Modulo 
Kinetic’s extensive library of preloaded devices, allowing bidirectional 
interactions between Modulo Kinetic and L-ISA. In addition, 
KineMotion, the tracking module within Modulo Kinetic, becomes a 
certified tracking system for L-ISA.

Conversely, Stagetracker II is a radio frequency-based 3D tracking 
system for audio, video, and lighting that natively uses the OSC 
communication protocol and supports PSN. Offering an intuitive L-ISA 
setup page within its software user interface, Stagetracker II can be 
reliably used in any environment—indoor or outdoor—and RF tags can 
be conveniently hidden underneath costumes and clothing.

Robert Juliat’s Spot Me is a manual, user-friendly 3D tracking device 
relying on a followspot operator. With a fast and easy set-up, SpotMe 
is able to produce tracking information in real-time with no emitters 
or cameras. Integrating PosiStageNet (PSN) positioning data output 
format, PSN is easily converted to OSC in the L-ISA OSC Bridge. 

www.l-isa-immersive.com

The subwoofer module houses a 15” neodymium woofer. The 
vertical array system consists of a total of 12 3.5” neodymium 
speakers along with four HF drivers coupled to a BEM-optimized 
wave guide for a homogeneous dispersion pattern. Thanks to its 
DynX DSP technology the MAUI 44 G2 delivers a distortion-free 
sound at even maximum volumes. The use of aptX and AAC coding 
ensures high-definition full bandwidth audio over Bluetooth, and 
the integration of TrueWireless Stereo technology enables wireless 
stereo sound from two MAUI 44 G2.

www.ld-systems.com

http://www.e-techasia.com
http://www.l-isa-immersive.com/
https://www.ld-systems.com/en/
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Electro-Voice Launches the EVOLVE 30M Compact Column  
Loudspeaker System

The EVOLVE 30M is designed to deliver a 
significant step up in all-around performance 
for a column system in its size/price category 
– superior Electro-Voice sound quality, 
room-filling coverage and flexible functionality 
combined in a very compact package. The 
system includes a speaker array, a two-piece 
pole connector, an array and pole backpack 
carry case, and a powered subwoofer – all 
made to pack up and assemble quickly, look 
great on stage, and withstand real-world wear 
and tear.

The EVOLVE 30M is equipped with the most 
complete feature set in its class, including 
an eight-channel digital mixer, studio-quality 
onboard effects, and remote control of all 
audio, effects and mix functions via the next-
generation Electro-Voice QuickSmart Mobile 
application (available via the Apple Store and 
on Google Play). The fully configurable app 
has an intuitive, easy-to-read user interface 
and utilizes Bluetooth* Low Energy (BTLE) 
technology for the adjustment and monitoring 
of all parameters of up to six EVOLVE 30M 

systems simultaneously. High-resolution, low-latency streaming ensures 
excellent results for music playback or accompaniment. 

All this makes it an outstanding choice for solo musicians/performers 
and smaller musical groups and venues – or any application that 
needs an easy-to-use, highly portable and lightweight system with 
extraordinary connectivity, control, coverage and output relative to 
its footprint. For events such as weddings, the mixer allows the same 
system to support the various mics and inputs required for participants, 
musicians, and background music during the day, all with plenty of 
power to fill the dance floor for a DJ set or live performance in the 
evening. 

The full-range column array and its six lightweight 2.8” neodymium 
drivers provide ultra-wide 120° coverage via proprietary waveguides; 
array-formed 40° asymmetrical vertical coverage ensures acoustic 
output is directed towards both sitting and standing audience 
members. The array enclosure is constructed from a durable composite 
material and incorporates an ergonomic aluminum handle. A 10” 
subwoofer is housed in a 15 mm wood enclosure with a high-efficiency 
laminar-flow vent design, for enhanced rigidity and acoustical 
performance. The array and sub are connected via a two-piece 
symmetrical aluminum pole with internal wiring and magnetically 
assisted latching. A Class-D amplifier provides up to 1000 W of output 

power: 500 W to the subwoofer and 500 W to the column array. The 
speakers are protected by a black powder-coated 18-gauge steel grille. 
A white version will also be available in spring 2020.

The EVOLVE 30M’s control panel features EV’s industry-leading 
QuickSmart DSP, which allows navigation of system parameters via an 
LCD with single-knob control or via the app, as well as multiple options 
for signal routing and inputs. Functions include four presets (Music, 
Live, Speech, Club), 
three-band system 
EQ (low, mid, 
high), seven-band 
graphic EQ (in 
Mixer mode), five 
user-programmable 
presets (Store and 
Recall settings), 
phantom power, 
visual monitoring 
of limiter status, 
input level control 
and meters, and 
a master volume 
control to optimize 
gain structure. 

Developed in collaboration with the world-class audio electronics 
engineering team at EV’s sibling brand Dynacord, the integrated fully 
featured, fully configurable digital mixer has multiple inputs (4x XLR/
TRS combo mic/line inputs, 1x XLR/TRS combo stereo line input, 1x 
RCA, 1x 3.5 mm stereo, 1x Hi-Z instrument input) with professional-
grade preamps and mix functions. Independent channel aux sends and 
Hi-Z and foot switch inputs are also included, and a range of effects (30 
presets, including chorus, delay, flange and reverb, via two FX channels) 
add myriad options for musicians to fine-tune their tone. All of the 
above help to reduce setup time – and on-stage clutter – by minimizing 
the need for external equipment such as a mixer and effects pedals. 
The mixer and onboard effects can be controlled via the app or via the 
LCD/single-knob interface.

The EVOLVE 30M joins the larger EVOLVE 50 in the award-winning 
Electro-Voice EVOLVE column speaker system series.

*Bluetooth is available in select countries 

www.electrovoice.com   

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.electrovoice.com/
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PR Lighting Releases IP66 AQUA Marine 580 in Two  
Corrosion-Resistant Versions
PR Lighting has announced two new IP66-
rated outdoor moving heads that are both 
marine grade: the 3-in-1 AQUA Marine 580 
BWS and AQUA Marine 580 Beam.

Thanks to the double-layer special coating 
of the chassis, accompanied by PR’s patent 
pending sealing system, both AQUA Marine 
580 fixtures can provide superior resistance 
to a wider range of corrosive media, making 
them ideal for use on projects close to the 
seashore or in sea water.

Housing either a Philips MSD Platinum 25 R lamp or Osram Sirius HRI 
550W XL, both the AQUA Marine 580 BWS (PR-2596) and AQUA Marine 
580 Beam (PR-2568) are fully featured. Colours include CYM linear 
mixing system with macros, a colour wheel with 12 colour filters (plus 
open), Rainbow effect with bi-directional and variable speeds and 
Stepping/Linear colour changing, while the colour filters can be in any 
position. They also boast a linear CTO system.
The products accommodate one fixed gobo wheel (containing 17 
gobos plus open), bi-directionally rotatable and shakeable at variable 
speeds. There is also a rotating gobo wheel, with seven interchangeable 
rotating gobos (plus open), bi-directionally rotatable and shakeable at 
variable speeds. 

There are four different facet prisms which can be overlapped (other 
prisms are optional). The graphic effect wheel offers bi-directional 

rotation with variable speeds, and can be overlapped 
with the fixed and rotating gobo wheels. Features also 
include an independent frost filter.

Other functions include DMX linear focus and zoom; 
0-100% dimmer (linearly adjustable); double shutter 
blade strobe (0.3-25 fps, random strobe). Head 
movement consists of 540° (pan), 270° (tilt), with 
auto position correction. AQUA Marine 580 BWS 
light angles are 0°-2° (Beam), 2°-40° (Spot) and 3°-50° 
(Wash). AQUA Marine 580 Beam has a dedicated 2° 
beam angle.

Ancillary features include Adjustable Pan & Tilt speeds; Lamp / Fixture 
hours displayed; RDM protocol; Optional ArtNet; Optional wireless 
DMX512.

Both fixtures are contained in dust-proof and water-proof cast 
aluminium, high-temperature resistant and UV-resistant engineering 
plastic, with IP66 protection grade. They are marine grade corrosion 
and neutral salt spray resistant up to 1500 hours.

Both products are already shipping.

www.pr-lighting.com

LightAct Launches Release 3.3.0 with Notch & Unity Playback and a  
New Range of Pro Media Servers
LightAct has combined the release of a new 
version of its flagship software with the launch 
of a new generation of its Pro media servers.

LightAct 3.3.0 enables Notch & Unity playback. 
Together with Unreal Engine, this brings the 
number of supported real-time render engines 
to 3. And that’s on top of its internal particle 
engine called LightEngine.

LightAct also launched a new generation of Pro servers. Now they come 
in 2 families: Pro Solo and Pro Sync.

Pro Solos are 1U servers designed for single-server installations. The 
models range from the affordable Pro Solo 400 designed for smaller 

lighting installations to the high-end Pro 
Solo 6000 featuring Nvidia RTX 6000 Quadro 
graphics card.

Pro Syncs are 2U servers designed for high-
end multi-server installations. They come in 
2 versions - one with one RTX 4000 and the 
other with one RTX 6000 Quadro GPU. Both 
have the ability to framelock and genlock.

LightAct 3.3.0 and the new generation of Pro servers are available now.

lightact.io

http://www.e-techasia.com
http://www.pr-lighting.com/
https://lightact.io/
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DiGiCo Reveals Quantum338

Like Quantum7 and Quantum5, Quantum338 represents a dramatic 
leap forward in power and connectivity. It includes impressive new 
design features and enhancements that offer ultimate flexibility, all with 
the same speed of operation that Quantum users have come to rely on, 
in a smaller format console.

Quantum338 is based on seventh generation FPGAs and includes 128 
input channels with 64 busses and a 24 x 24 matrix, all with full channel 
processing. There is a new look and feel dark mode application and 
three 17 inch 1000 nit, high brightness, multitouch screens, allowing 
both the meter bridge and soft quick select buttons to be displayed on 
each screen. There are also 70 individual TFT channel displays and the 
floating Quantum chassis features 38  x 100mm touch sensitive faders 
laid out in three blocks of 12 fader banks, plus two dedicated user-
assignable faders, each complete with high resolution metering.

A new level of local audio connectivity and performance comes via the 
“Ultimate Stadius” 32 bit ADC and DAC conversion, which are built in to 
Quantum338 as standard, alongside six single or three redundant MADI 
connections, dual DMI slots and a built-in UB MADI USB recording 
interface. 

Mustard Processing, Spice Rack, Nodal Processing and True Solo, 
all launched last year for the Quantum 7, are also standard on the 
Quantum338. 

Mustard processing is a set of channel processing strips that work 
alongside standard Quantum channel processing. Each Mustard 
processing strip provides a choice of two pre-amp modellers, a 
four-band EQ (including all-pass filters), four different boutique style 
compressor models and a gate/ducker. Quantum338 is equipped with 
36 mono Mustard processing strips which can be used on any channel 
type. 

The Spice Rack, meanwhile, supports plugin style native FPGA 
processing options, allowing you to build a rack of up to eight insertable 
processors. The first of these is the Chilli 6 – a six-band multi-band 
compressor which allows full control of all parameters, including 
DiGiCo’s unique, patented, release shape control, which means Chilli 
6 is perfect for shaping vocals and instruments as well as focusing on 
problem frequencies.

digico.biz

http://www.e-techasia.com
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ChamSys Unveils New MagicQ Stable Software

Late last year, ChamSys became the first major lighting console 
manufacturer to offer a software solution that accepts open protocol 
GDTF personality files. Now the company has kicked off 2020 with 
another innovation that will enhance the work of lighting programmers, 
as it introduces the first release of its MagicQ Stable Software. 

Available on the ChamSys website, the new MagicQ Stable v1.8.5.2 
software can be downloaded at no cost to all MagicQ consoles and PC 
platforms. In addition to being capable of importing GDTF files directly, 
the new software embraces a wide range of performance features that 
have been universally well-received when tested in Beta versions. 

Among these features is an Undo function that allows actions by 
the programmer and the console to be undone and redone. For 
easy reference, an Undo History is also available.  Another notable 
programming function is FX Tracking Out, which allows programmers 
using Cue Stack Tracking to track out individual FX with different fade 
times. 

Together, the new features provide programmers with more powerful 
and flexible tools to use to control and expand lighting designs. These 
tools all were all designed to be user- friendly and readily accessible. 

The current MagicQ Stable v1.8.5.2 software, promises to be the first in 
a series of Stable release from ChamSys. 

To download this update, visit the ChamSys website.

www.chamsyslighting.com

http://www.e-techasia.com
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AUSTRALIA

Celebrating Talent at The Schools Spectacular 
BlackTrax real-time motion tracking and automation technology used for the first time by TDC

Every year for the past 36 years, in Australia the NSW Department of 
Education has presented The Schools Spectacular – and every year 
for the past nine years, TDC – the Technical Direction Company – has 
provided the video technology and broadcast record support to deliver 
a spectacular entertainment event that lives in the memory of those 
who take part.  

“Our role is to design, install, program and operate all video production 
for the project, such as LED screens, floor- and stage mapped 
projection, broadcast cameras, media servers and playback, real-
time tracking and Notch generative content, in-room cast and crew 
monitoring systems, in-room IMAG cameras, CCTV systems, and OB 
facilities,” explains Matt Teale, technical project manager at TDC. 

Based on the belief that every child has a talent that should be 
celebrated, The Schools Spectacular holds the Guinness World Record 
for ‘Largest Amateur Variety Act’ with over 5,500 performers including 
singers, dancers, drama performers, poets, aerialists and circus acts. 

© Anna Warr Photography and Schools Spectacular

Challenging scale
The 2019 event took place at the Qudos Bank Arena. Originally built for 
the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games, it is ranked in the top ten arenas in 
the world and is the largest indoor entertainment and sporting arena in 
Australia. Capable of accommodating up to 21,000 visitors.

“The scale of the performance and the venue meant that the layout of 
equipment was spread across a large distance,the main control was at 
front of house - while the server racks, IMAG control and LED systems 
were behind the main stage 150 meters away,” recalls Steve Cain, head 
engineer and media server specialist at TDC, “the OB truck was another 
150 meters away. Then, there were more system racks 35 meters up 
in the air on the roof catwalks - and screens and cameras distributed 
throughout the venue.”

In response, TDC used its extensive fibre optic transport solutions, 
ranging from products such as Riedel MediorNet and MicroN frames, 
Arista Systems 4K solutions, Lightware point-to-point optical links, and 
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a mesh array of Ubiquiti and Luminex nodes to deal with the 11 VPN 
networks needed to run the complex system.

“Each year we’ve supported The Schools Spectacular, we strive to 
make it even better than the previous year,” continues Steve, “and we 
managed it again. TDC provided BlackTrax real-time motion tracking 
and automation technology for the first time, which enabled us to 
use Notch generative content to track performers and set pieces. In 
addition, we deployed  disguise media servers to run everything, which 
meant TDC were really able to have total control of all elements; all 
content was pixel accurate, which resulted in better image quality.”

Learn, grow
“At TDC, we try to learn and grow from every show we do,” he adds, 
“refining process, gaining more experience in using the gear in new 
ways, trying new things, and always trying to create efficiencies while 
delivering a superior result for our clients year on year along with 
offering our clients more options both from a creative point of view and 
in terms of the technical systems.”

He notes that TDC is able to take advantage of its purpose-built disguise 
pre-visualisation studio where the entire show can be pre-programmed 

ahead of time, on this occasion allowing the NSW Department of 
Education Arts Unit executive producers to see a complete, detailed 
run-through and gain an understanding of how everything would work 
– even using 3D VR headsets to walk around the venue, and looking 
at sightlines from any seat in the arena. This allowed any changes to 
be made before going on-site - another first for TDC with The Schools 
Spectacular!

“Our client was absolutely over the moon with the improvements that 
we made with the systems, and especially in the preproduction side of 
the project, thanks to the disguise previsualisation capability that TDC 
delivered,” smiles Matt.

Moment to shine
For the show itself, TDC rigged 19 LED screens that were in a variety 
of positions – ground support, flown off-truss or attached to Kinesys 
moving motors that moved and changed location throughout the event.  

Using an array of carefully positioned Barco UDX projectors, the entire 
arena floor, main stage and ramps was seamlessly blended and mapped 
or projected content. TDC supplied a standalone Sony HD camera and 
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Grass Valley Kayak switcher for in-room IMAG, with keying in around 
200 name titles as performers had their moment to shine. 

In addition, an extensive CCTV system of monitors and PTZ cameras was 
put in place for conductors, choir masters, performers, producers and 
technical operators – all scattered around the venue.

Control of the show was provided by two d3 4x4pro and two gx2 
servers from disguise, creating an enormously powerful total of 24 
main server outputs and 24 backup server outputs. Also in use were 
BlackTrax real time tracking servers, cameras and beacons; Notch 
real time generative content;  disguise OmniCal cameras; NAS drives; 
capture of HD-SDI broadcast feed capture: audio in and out – all run 
from GrandMA 2 lighting consoles.

Each of the four shows of The Schools Spectacular was broadcast on 
prime time TV to an estimated one million viewers in Australia. This saw 
TDC provide its extensively-equipped HD01 OB truck, into which video 
packages and graphics were fed by the disguise servers. 

The theme for this year’s The Schools Spectacular was ‘Stars’, and this 
was reflected throughout the show’s design, with the lighting truss in 
the shape of a giant star, use of mirror balls, stars in the content of the 
screens, tracking shooting stars under performers’ feet and so on. 

“Most importantly,” concludes Steve, “it was our responsibility to 
understand the producers’ dream to make the kids feel like superstars, 
giving them massive hero moments in the show. We think we helped 
them turn that dream into a reality.”

http://www.e-techasia.com
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Project credits:

Technical solutions provider: 
TDC – Technical Direction Company on design, install, program and 
operate all LED Screens, Floor and Stage Mapped Projection, Media 
Servers and playback, Realtime Tracking Technology, Content & Real 
Time Generative Content, Cast & Crew Monitoring systems & In room 
IMAG Cameras. TDC also provided Full Out Side Broadcast facilities (OB) 
and Web Streaming solutions to Gravity Media.

Key TDC personnel: 
Matthew Teale – Technical Project Manager
Steve Cain – Design, Media servers, Tracking, Content & Projection.
Isaac McKenzie – Lead Systems & In room IMAG Cameras & Monitoring
Pier Galetti & Adam Fiddler – LED Screen Systems
Hannah Anderson-Reid – OB Coordinator & Broadcast Production   
Manager

Other than the first photo, rest of the photos copyright TDC.

www.tdc.com.au

http://www.e-techasia.com
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SINGAPORE

Nick Ho Adds New Dimensions to G12 Asia Conference with ChamSys 
Nick and programmer Justin Poh upped the ante with pixel mapping washes

As time passes, events and the lighting designers who work for them 
year after year often seem to develop a shared sense of how to 
approach the job at hand.  Such is the case of Nick Ho and the G12 Asia 
conference. The Singapore-based LD began working for the massive 
worship rally in 2005, and has lit every one of its annual conferences 
since 2016.  

Like his client, which is constantly looking for new ways to engage 
worshippers, Ho refuses to rest on his laurels. Although his big, 
multi-faceted lightshows have earned widespread praise from the 
conference’s attendees and its Technical Director, Dennis Thien, Ho 
is always working to make them more compelling. This year, he and 
his programmer Justin Poh upped the engagement level by doing 
something they’d never done before: pixel map their rig’s washes. 

Creating this new design with the 78 wash fixtures in their rig was made 
much easier, they say, by the pixel mapping features in their ChamSys 
MagicQ MQ100 Pro. “This was the first time that we have tried pixel 
mapping washes for such a large scale event,“ said Ho, noting that the 
conference, which was held at the Singapore Expo Hall, drew 10,000 
people. “The pixel mapping functions in our ChamSys works very fast, 
which was good, because Justin wound up creating looks on site during 
the conference. 

“Pixel mapping the washes added another dimension to our show,” 
continued Ho. “Having the simple low res animation effects run across 

the back line truss created very engaging looks. Doing this was a 
straightforward process with ChamSys. We just had to create a fixture 
layout in the Output Window View Plan, create the grid size, and assign 
heads correctly into the boxes, then patch PIXMAP -- and we were 
done!  The ease of working with ChamSys removes a lot of stress when 
you are trying something new.” 

Ho was also impressed with how smoothly his console worked with the 
different brands of washes in his rig. “We had three different brands 
represented, almost evenly,” he said “It was quite a task to make sure 
we had the correct colour balances across this diverse rig.  This was 
especially important because we had to watch our colors for our video 
cameras.” 

Ho and Poh had 409 fixtures run across 24 universes in their lighting 
design for the conference. Their lighting filled a variety of roles, 
requiring a versatile system, and a flexible attitude on their part. 

“As always, we try to balance the important creative aspect of lighting 
design with the practical ‘light first’ concept,” said Ho. “I tried to make 
use of the correct timing during worship segment to enhance the 
stage and the surrounding environment. At the same time, we wanted 
lighting to reach the audience, and work well for the cameras. There 
were times when we would turn off stage wash to create a back-light 
silhouette effects, without losing anything for the camera. There were 
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always many different demands to weigh, so having a console that 
simplified things was very important.”

In addition to the MagicQ MQ100 Pro, Ho and Puh ran their lights on 
a Maxi Wing with a MacBook Pro. A custom designed MIDI Controller 
was also used. 

“This year, I introduced MIDI wing hardware to be used with MQ100 
as an ‘extra fader wing,’” said Ho. “This wing sent MIDI output to 
ChamSys. There is a very useful Automation feature in ChamSys that 
allows you to assign any MIDI input command to trigger cues. For G12, 
I assigned it to trigger a ‘Executor Window’. This wing helped Justin and 
me trigger as many effects as possible without losing our concentration 
during busking moments, which were different and more elaborate this 
year.” 

Whether it’s pixel mapping washes for the first time, or pushing his 
busking envelope, Nick Ho continues to expand his creative horizons 
with his ChamSys console at the G12 Asia conference – and his client 
couldn’t be happier.

www.chamsysusa.com

http://www.e-techasia.com
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KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA

Kinesys Flies High with Swedish House Mafia 
The centrepiece featured  three 5-metre diameter signature circular trussing rings symbolising the three artists who make up the  
Swedish House Mafia

Everyone is talking about the recent show-stopping Swedish House 
Mafia show staged by Live Nation Middle East at the Diriyah Festival in 
Riyadh. 

This saw a specially designed 2019 touring stage / set created by SHM 
show designer Samuel (Sam) Tozer working under the Vision Factory 
brand, recreated in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) by Gabriel 
(Gabe) Fraboni, founder and creative director of LA-based design studio 
PHNTM LABS … for this landmark performance.

Full technical production – audio, video, lighting, rigging, trussing, 
etc – for the Diriyah Season Stage, the Festival’s headline stage and 
international music venue, was supplied by Dubai-headquartered 
mediaPro International.

This included a Kinesys automation system, used to move three 5-metre 
diameter signature circular trussing rings made from Alutek 40x40cm 
heavy duty product, each symbolizing the three artists – Steve Angello, 
Axwell, and Sebastian Ingrosso – making up the Swedish House Mafia.

The SHM gig concluded a whole month of high profile Diriyah 
Festival events including the opening round of the ABB FIA Formula E 
Championship plus a host of weekend music events culminating in the 
Swedes showing the world once again how to take the concept of DJ 
performance into new dimensions of awesomeness.

mediaPro International’s Hugh Turner handled the pre-production and 
co-ordination of the technical and automation elements of the show 
with Gabe Fraboni and the team at PHNTM LABS, and liaised with 
SHM’s own Kinesys operator Giulio Ligorio and production Rigger Liam 
Beech and Matthew “Mattie” Evens, director of Nocturnal Touring and 
Rooted Productions and production / tour manager for SHM. 

Kinesys was on their original spec for the rings, and MediaPro has a 
growing inventory of Kinesys kit. 

Hugh comments that even if the automation had been an open spec, 
they would have specified a Kinesys system anyway based on their 
growing investment in the brand and its inherent safety and reliability 
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factors. However, they were also delighted to be able to supply the 
SHM’s exact production requirements.

The three rings were absolutely integral to the show design and 
performance and were suspended above a special DJ booth which was 
part of the integrated set / stage, cantilevered outwards 5 metres from 
the edge of the stage. Upstage at the back was a massive 56-metre-
wide by 15-metre-high LED screen.

The rings were flown from a special 10.5-ton mothergrid of 
approximately 20 metres wide by 6 metres deep, suspended from a 
combination of three large 120 and 130-ton Grove cranes at a height of 
24 metres above the cantilevered stage. 

The reach of the cranes – 60 metres – needed to extend over from 
behind the screen structure and suspend the mother-grid at 24m in its 
show position. Added to this challenge was building the entire mother-
grid with Kinesys sub hangs on the ground in front of the cantilever 
stage, before it was lifted to its final operational height, involving a 
further extension in the distance away from the crane.

With safety paramount, the cranes were spec’d to never exceed 
70% of their capacity in any given parameter during the lift and 
lock-off procedure. A special crane / lifting operation expert was 
commandeered from the UK to oversee this part of the operation.

Clad with black socking material, once dark the three truss circles 
appeared to be floating in thin air and the lighting effects coming from 
them seemed to come from some magical intergalactic source.

Rigged from the inner and outer bottom cords of each circle were 52 x 
GLP Impression X4 Bar 10 LED battens – 156 in total. On the top cords, 
edging the perimeter of the circles were 34 x EK Color Ranger Q27E LED 
wash lights – 102 in total. Also mounted from the inner top cords of the 
circles were 12 x ER BB4 lasers per ring – 36 in total.

All this plus associated cabling added up to around 1.8 tons in weight 
per circle, with the dynamic loading factor increasing this to 2.2 tons 
per circle.

Each circle was suspended from four 1-ton Lodestar / Liftket motors 
each driven by a Kinesys Elevation variable speed drive unit, with three 
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half-tonne Lodestar motors also powered by Kinesys Elevations utilised 
as tracking cable picks for the three circles.

All 15 motors – the 12 on the three circles and their respective cable 
picks – were fitted with Kinesys LibraCELLs for constant and dynamic 
load monitoring using LibraVIEW.

A Kinesys Vector system with fully redundant backup was used for 
control. 

All the Elevations were powered from an Array PD-ES with data 
distribution via an Array 485, with the LibraCELLs powered from the 
LibraPro power/data hub with integrated data distribution. 
An Array IP8 Ethernet switch linked the entire system … ensuring that 
all the Kinesys elements communicated with each other, reported back 
and could be viewed via the Vector control interface alongside the 
integrated LibraVIEW live load monitoring system.

A Kinesys Mentor 4 was also used across the whole system for 
additional safety and SIL3 compliance, which enabled safety devices 
– in addition to the emergency stops – to be on foot pedals as well as 
hand operated switches, necessary as the rings were moving directly 
above the artists.

The Kinesys system was run by Giulio from stage left for the show 
working in conjunction with a spotter on stage right, as the rings 
moved and tipped and pitched in numerous directions multiple times 
throughout the show creating plenty of visual WOW factors in their 
own right. 

Also closely involved in all the automation planning, load calculations, 
etc. with Hugh was mediaPro International’s head of rigging Colin 
Silvers and SHM’s head touring rigger, Liam Beech, with mediaPro 
International’s overall site production manager Stephan Voster.
The Cantilever Stage was built by StageCo Germany with the black steel 
structure in KSA constructed by Al Laith. Lasers were by ER Production 
and BPM SFX from the UK took care of the spectacular array of SFX.

The Show Producer was Jim Digby of Showmakers for Live Nation 
Middle East.

www.kinesys.co.uk
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CHINA

TiMax Aids Impressive Immersive Shanghai Event for Rolls Royce  
Dealer Partners 
A 22.6 distributed d&b surround sound system ensured TiMax could achieve total immersion for every seat

The annual two-day Rolls Royce sales meeting, hosted for the 
prestigious marque’s worldwide network of dealer partners, maintains 
an impressive standard of event production, for which this year, as for 
the last five, global brand experience company, Imagination, pitched 
for and won. The realised design brief incorporated an engaging 
daytime dealer gathering set-up and an intricately designed immersive 
experiential dining experience for 280 guests, uniquely supported by 
TiMax object-based spatial audio.

Imagination’s Head of Sound design, Crispian Covell, states, “TiMax was 
pivotal to our sound design across the whole event. As far as I’m aware, 
TiMax is still the best and only way of doing what we needed. Nothing 
else can work site-specific surround sound simply by importing a PDF of 
the room; nothing else allows you to configure the entire loudspeaker 
system offline or adjust loudspeaker image definitions virtually live. 
TiMax is completely fluid and its innovative features are invaluable.”

The daytime sales assemblage was distinguished into two distinct 
sections, characterised by a change in room set up. In just 15 minutes 
the room configuration transformed from a traditional presentation 
style, end-on seating set up, to traverse seating positions, like a 
fashion show. At the flick of a switch, TiMax changed the audio set 
up to suit the new environment. The afternoon session relied upon 
TiMax to keep attention on presenters and moderators as they spoke 
across three stages.  The 280 attendees were seated around the 
central stage, and presenters’ movements were rehearsed to actively 
reference information on screens behind the left and right stages. The 
live presentation was staged to a cue stack in TiMax cued by the show 
caller.

The evening’s gala dinner environment was also recreated from the 
daytime meeting space. Stages were replaced with luxuriously adorned, 
long banqueting tables and seating for the 280 evening diners. Joining 
the two projection surfaces already used during the day, which covered 
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the room’s two short walls, a further two surfaces were lowered from 
concealed positions in the roof to cover the two longer ones. Around 
the perimeter of surfaces, which visually immersed the diners through 
each course, a 22.6 distributed d&b surround sound system ensured 
TiMax could achieve total immersion for every seat.

Through a seven-course theatrically delivered dining experience, guests 
journeyed from dawn through to dusk, with each course enveloped in a 
different environment: through the woodland; across the seashore; and 
even a setting of ice and fog. One hundred and forty waiters, each one 
serving just two guests in a grand and formal style used specific actions 
to deliver and clear away dishes, in timely precision with the visual and 
audio soundscapes.

Covell mixed individual sounds and stems from ProTools via MADI into 
TiMax where each piece of content was positioned into its object-
imaged spatial zones. Covell takes the woodland scene as an example 
where little birds were heard flying whilst diners were eating, foxes 
yelped from discrete locations and Screech Owls swooped from one 
corner to another; ‘there’s lots of things going on at any one time: 
some sounds are moving whilst others are rooted’.
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To accommodate the precise timing necessary for this large-scale 
experience, where timings must be managed around the speed of 
dining, the audio is imaged in TiMax which picks up MIDI timecode 
from ProTools, then exported as 28 mono channels and played back 
through QLab. QLab’s ability to vamp and devamp into predefined 
audio loops allocated extra time for courses to be eaten or served as 
necessary.

Covell claims his turn around time from getting into the room 
in Shanghai with the screens in place, to the point at which he 
started mixing, was just two and a half hours which as he says, ‘is 
extraordinarily quick’. Creating and configuring most of the audio 
output in London made TiMax invaluable. He explains, “I could 
interrogate the live queues and look at the matrix output visually to 
know it would sound ok. I could see the configurations and the levels 
and that the sound appears at a point and perhaps moves to another. 
The extent to which it appears, that I could adjust when I had my ears 
in the room – and no other system has that offline ability or the instant 
site-specific room set up with loudspeaker configuration. I could not 
have won or delivered this event without TiMax.”

www.outboard.co.uk
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AUSTRALIA

Ravishing Success for L-Acoustics on ‘Hrafn: Conversations with Odin’  
Novatech deploys Syva to take new immersive sound installation to a mind-blowing level at this year’s Dark Mofo Festival

Project X is a program of contemporary artworks, events, and 
activations designed to bring visitors to the Tasmanian Huon Valley 
region after the wide-spread destructive bushfires over the 2018–2019 
summer period. Project X is presented by DarkLab, the team behind the 
Museum of Old and New Art’s winter solstice festival Dark Mofo, with 
federal and state government support.

The music and arts festival takes place annually in the isolated island 
state of Tasmania, just off Australia’s south coast, and is one of the most 
unique winter festivals in the world, featuring big-ticket music shows 
and large-scale public art. During Dark Mofo in 2019, DarkLab revealed 
a brand-new immersive sound work by renowned composer and sound 
recordist Chris Watson called Hrafn: Conversations with Odin.  
Co-presented by The Wired Lab, it employed a spatialised multi-channel 
L-Acoustics sound installation based on Syva colinear source, which 
audiences experienced each evening as day transitioned into night.

Staged deep in the ancient Eucalyptus forests of southern Tasmania, 
Watson’s artwork is centred around an intimate field recording of some 
2,000 ravens gathering at dusk to roost. The inspiration to create such 
a unique sound work came to Watson whilst visiting Anglesey in North 
Wales during late autumn, when birds were gathering for winter. A 
gigantic roost of ravens descended into the forest, an experience that 
fascinated Watson with its accompanying sounds and chords emitted 
by the birds. 

“It was an awe-inspiring event, the sky would go dark as the ravens 
came,” says Watson. “It’s quite likely that ravens are the most 
intelligent of all birds. They are super smart and can problem solve. 
They live in communities and the studies by bio acousticians - people 
who investigate animal sounds – have revealed their sophisticated 
communication system. Quite often I put a microphone out in the forest 
when I’m working and run very long cables back, so I can come and go 

The forest boardwalk leads visitors to the Dark Mofo site. Photo courtesy of Chris Watson
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from a distance without disturbing what’s around the microphones. I 
had a special surround sound microphone with me on this occasion, 
which I placed underneath the roost. I left it there for a week, recording 
the comings and goings of the birds.”

The following spring, Chris was visiting Iceland whereupon he 
discovered that, according to Norse mythology, the god Odin was often 
accompanied by his two special ravens, Huginn and Muninn. He would 
send them out into the world as his eyes and ears and they would 
come back, sit on his shoulders and tell him what they had seen and 
heard. The story chimed with the experience of the raven roost, and so 
Chris turned the recording into Hrafn: Conversations with Odin (Hrafn 
meaning Raven in the Old Norse).

Meanwhile, half a world away in the Southern part of Tasmania, the 
region had been ravaged by terrible fires that destroyed ancient forests 
and woodland, resulting in a steep decline in visitors. To help revive the 
region, the team behind the Dark Mofo festival was mounting a project 
to attract visitors back to explore the remarkable scenery Their goal was 

to create an immersive sound experience inside the forest, and Chris 
Watson was invited to contribute to the program. 
Novatech Creative Event Technology (Novatech) became involved 
through event organisers Luke Hutchins from Dark Mofo and producers 
Sarah Last and David Burraston, both from The Wired Lab, as they had 
worked together on previous projects, deploying Syva as the perfect 
accompaniment to Watson’s singular artwork. 

“The uniqueness of this project was that Syva was rigged off 15 hand-
picked trees,” recalls Novatech Audio Systems Tech, Michael Wickens. 
“The 15 Syva boxes were arranged in two rings; an inner ring of four, 
rigged at a height of 25 metres and an internal diameter of 15 metres, 
and an outer ring of 11 Syva rigged at 15 metres with an internal 
diameter of 25 metres. The ultimate aim of this installation was to have 
every speaker sit at the same geographical distance from the center of 
the listening field.”

Syva was chosen for the vertical directivity of the cabinet which allowed 
the Novatech team to steer audio into the listening plane, making sure 

Deep in the Tasmanian bushland, Novatech rigged 15 L-Acoustics Syva off 15 hand-picked trees. Image courtesy of DarkLab
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no energy was wasted or lost through environmental factors such as 
tree canopies. Aesthetically, Syva’s slim profile perfectly blended into 
the surrounding environment.

To help deal with the unusual setting, L-Acoustics Soundvision software 
was utilised for this immersive installation. It allowed Watson and 
Dark Lab to see a visual representation of their calculations as well 
as any anomalies, which could then be discussed and rectified before 
installation. Soundvision was also used as a visual reference for the 
arborists, who were physically rigging Syva to the trees - the highest 
tree climbed was around 40 metres and had a diameter that narrows to 
around 200 millimetres at that height. Wickens worked out the angles 
in advance to ensure the system gave the best coverage; this meant 
that riggers only needed to climb each tree once, hanging the speakers 
in the perfect position, without the need for adjustments. 

“During my 10-plus years of working in audio I have never worked 
in such a unique location,” says Wickens. “Being involved in a sound 
installation in a virtually untouched forest was a very humbling 
experience.”

LIVE

The L-Acoustics Syva were arranged in two rings, one at 25 metres and one at 15 metres, ensuring that every speaker sat at the same 
geographical distance from the center of the listening field. Image courtesy of DarkLab

L-Acoustics Syva camouflaged to blend into the forest canopy. Image 
courtesy of DarkLab
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“It was definitely more of a bush walk than a work site,” concurs 
Novatech Senior Project Manager, Nathaniel Collins. “Luckily there was 
a path that lead straight to the installation site, although we did have a 
200 metre push to get the equipment to there.”

A major challenge was making sure tree canopies or trunks did not 
obstruct each Syva’s HF drivers, and ensure sonic consistency between 
each cabinet; the ethos was to avoid equalisation entirely unless 
absolutely necessary. 

From an ongoing operational perspective, the harsh Tasmanian winter 
posed its own challenges, which included 50 km/hr winds, heavy icy 
rainfall and power outages. Having the ability to log into control racks 
remotely from Adelaide via L-Acoustics Network Manager made the 
troubleshooting process that much easier; the Novatech team would 
get a call from the park rangers stating that extreme weather had 
passed through, so they could log on to the computers in Tasmania to 
run some simple tests. 

“L-Acoustics Load Sensor Calibration Tool on Network Manager was 
a very easy and simple way of checking the HF and LF drivers of each 
cabinet within the array,” says Wickens. “I was blown away that, no 
matter how harsh the conditions, every Syva box still performed 
perfectly. On top of this, we could also run test sequences to ensure the 
Hrafn playback software was configured correctly.

The Novatech team scaled trees that reach to 40 metres high. Image courtesy of DarkLab

“Some of the installation’s most unusual moments were during the 
calibration process. When the team recorded time-based distances 
between each speaker with SMAART, the sound of pink noise diffusing 
into the Tasmanian Bush, followed closely by the eerie sound of 
a lyrebird, was almost a call and response, a very special moment 
indeed.” 

“This was a real time experience of a raven roost,” Watson concludes. 
“Visitors were taken into the forest in the late afternoon with a guide 
to tell them about the history of the forest, the folklore and raven 
mythology. They were then led into a clearing and left there. As it went 
dark, they heard the sound of 2,000 ravens overhead through the 
immersive speaker system. Then, right at the end when they were in 
pitch darkness, all they could hear was the individual bird conversations 
coming from all sides of the forest. The piece lasts less than 40 minutes, 
but it was phenomenal.”

www.l-acoustics.com

LIVE
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EVENTS CALENDAR 2020

EVENTS CALENDAR 

Please Click on Event 
Name to View Site

Apr 19 – 22
NAB SHOW
Venue: Las Vegas Convention  
Centre, USA

Jun 24 – 26
LED Expo Thailand  
(Incorporating Light ASEAN)
Venue: IMPACT Exhibition and Convention 
Center, Bangkok, Thailand

Feb 05 – 07
Live Entertainment Expo Tokyo
Venue: Makuhari Messe, Tokyo, Japan

May 13 – 15
KOBA
Venue: COEX, Seoul, South Korea

Jul 09 – 11
Summer NAMM 2020
Venue: Music City Centre, Nashville, TN

Feb 11 – 14
Integrated Systems Europe 2020
Venue: Amsterdam Rai, Amsterdam, 
Netherlands

May 27 – 29
InfoComm South East Asia
Venue: Bangkok International Trade and 
Exhibition Centre (BITEC)

Jul 15 – 17
Digital Architecture Asia
Venue: Indonesia Convention Centre  
(ICE), Jakarta, Indonesia

Feb 13 – 15
BES EXPO
Venue: Pragati Maidan, New Delhi, India

May 28 – 30
PALM Expo 2020
Venue: Bombay Exhibition Centre, 
Mumbai, India

Jul 28 – 30
Pro AVL Indonesia and Tourism 
Technology Asia
Venue: Jakarta International Expo,  
Jakarta, Indonesia

Feb 16 – 19
Guangzhou Entertainment  
Technology (GET) Show 
Venue: Poly World Trade Centre Expo, 
Guangzhou, China

May 28 – 30
AV-ICNx Expo 2020
Venue: Bombay Exhibition Centre, 
Mumbai, India

Aug 19 – 21
Integrate
Venue: International Convention Centre 
(ICC) Sydney, Australia

Feb 19 – 22
Prolight + Sound Guangzhou 2020
Venue: Area A, China Import & Export  
Fair Complex, Guangzhou, China

Jun 09 – 11
Conference Programme starts on June 08
IAAPA Expo Asia 2020
Venue: Macao

Sep 02 – 04
InfoComm India
Venue: Bombay Exhibition Centre, India

Feb 24 – 26
Entertainment Design Expo - Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition 
Center, Shenzhen, China

Jun 09 – 11
ConnecTechAsia  
(Incorporating BroadcastAsia)
Venue: Marina Bay Sands, Singapore

Sep 06 – 08
Plasa 2020
Venue: London Olympia

Feb 24 – 26
LED China 2020 - Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition 
Center, Shenzhen, China

June 09 – 11
ConnecTechAsia  
(CommunicAsia and NXTAsia)
Venue: Marina Bay Sands, Singapore

Sep 17 – 19
LED China 2020 - Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo 
Center

Mar 26 – 28
InfoComm China Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Center 
(CNCC), Beijing, China

Jun 09 – 12 
Guangzhou International Lighting 
Exhibition 
Venue: China Import and Export Fair 
Complex, Guangzhou, China

Oct 19 – 25  
Exhibition starts on 23 Oct
LDI 2020
Venue: Las Vegas Convention Centre, USA

Mar 31 – April 03
Prolight + Sound Frankfurt 2020
Venue: Messe Frankfurt, Frankfurt, 
Germany

Jun 17 – 19
Conference Programme starts on June 13
InfoComm
Venue:  Las Vegas Convention Center,  
Las Vegas, USA

Oct 29 – 31 
Broadcast India Show
Venue: Bombay Exhibition Centre

POSTPONED

POSTPONED

POSTPONED

POSTPONED
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www.namm.org/summer/2020
https://www.iseurope.org/
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https://digital-arc-asia.com/
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I have been following a number of 
online forums and especially those 
with relationships to Software and 
Computer products from within 

our industry. I am surprised about the blind faith that people do put 
in Software and why my dear colleagues many times do not check the 
most basic performance data on software which they would do on any 
physical hardware gear. I fear that some of this relates to the attitude: 
“If I can plug this in here, it also must work properly!” The senior ones 
among us know that this is never guaranteed, not even with hardware 
systems. This did not start when computer systems started asking 
about OS specific drivers and information on interfaces.

Since more and more of what we do is related to computer and IT 
related topics, I think we need to approach all those things with the 
same scrutiny and the same due diligence, that we use on physical 
hardware and sometimes with even more attention to detail. Allow me 
to elaborate on a few examples here to put things into perspective.

Hard disk recording. You need to be able to handle substantial data 
throughput as the number of tracks and channel increases and testing 
of such devices means to make test recordings of the max number of 
channels for an extended duration of time before taking it out in the 
field for a live recording session. There is performance data available 
for each memory device and it is our job to check and verify that the 
memory device can handle the required data throughput. 

Communicating between Signal standards: When you have to change 
and interface between MADI, AES67, DANTE, ETHERSOUND and other 
digital signal standards, you need to be aware and understand what 
you are essentially doing and what is required to make the conversion 
happen. What is clocking the system and who is the master clock? Are 
all sync clocks in place and does all gear see and recognize the clocking 
information?

Remote Control devices: Are we using MIDI or TCP/IP protocol 
standards to have remote control devices interface with our gear? Are 
all drivers installed and up to date? Which layer and communication 
channel does this communication happen on? Since there is no AUTO 
UPDATE on any digital gear, it is risky to have your iPad on auto update. 
I have seen hundreds of cases where people show up on a gig and 

cannot connect to their console because their remote app has updated 
automatically overnight and now is no longer compatible with the 
consoles firmware. Good luck in places where internet is scarce and 
unstable when you are panicking and trying to download the latest 
firmware from the manufacturers homepage right before sound check.

Wireless LAN management: this deserves a whole book of advice, 
but as a general rule, the more professional gear you are using, the 
more stable your performance and connectivity will be. Expect huge 
challenges between setup of your gear and when the audience comes 
in, due to all of the audience devices looking for free internet. I have 
spoken to someone recently who told me the telecommunications 
companies nowadays calculate that each person has at least three 
devices on them which they try to connect to wireless networks. 
Good luck in an arena of 16,000 seats when you use substandard or 
consumer level equipment for your wireless gear.

If you do some basic diligence on these matters, then your life will 
be less stressful and understanding and dealing with these issues will 
definitely make you a more successful member of this industry. I still 
feel so much better when I have tested stuff for days before taking it 
out on a show or a tour and knowing it has worked stable for quite a 
while. It also makes it much easier to identify the possible culprit when 
errors and problems occur. I know this is boring, but you really don’t 
want to have to explain it when it does not work for the client. I have 
found that a professional preparation is the key to a successful show 
and gig.

Join the conversation and share your thoughts with Alex. Alex can be 
reached at alex@asaudio.de

Blind Faith in Software

ALEX COLUMN

“ You need to be able to handle substantial data throughput 
as the number of tracks and channel increases and testing 
of such devices means to make test recordings of the max 
number of channels for an extended duration of time before 
taking it out in the field for a live recording session.”
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FOR ENQUIRIES OR TO LIST YOUR USED 
EQUIPMENT CONTACT 10K USED GEAR  
ASIA CONTACT BASED IN SINGAPORE: 

MANOJ CHAMANLAL  
manoj.chamanlal@10kused.com

Meyer Sound Milo Loudspeaker 
Package
€80,000.00
For sale a used Meyer Sound Milo Loudspeaker 
Package that is all in good condition and the 
price shown is per package.

Midas Pro 2 Digital Mixing Console
€13,245.00
For sale a used Midas Pro 2 Digital Mixing 
Console as a touring package. Very well 
looked after, great condition. Price shown is 
for complete package.

Chroma Q Space Force LED Lighting 
Fixtures 
€52,500.00
For sale a package of 40 x Used Chroma Q 
Space Force LED Lighting Fixtures in very 
good condition and the price is for 40 pieces. 
Supplied in custom fibre cases.

Digico SD Rack 
€22,700.00
For sale a Digico SD Rack that is new with 
manufacturer’s warranty. Never been used. 
Price shown is for 1 x Rack.

MA Lighting MA2 NPU
€4,800.00 
For sale used MA Lighting MA2 NPU 
(Network Processing Unit). In excellent 
condition and price shown is per piece. 
Comes with 3 months warranty.

Vari-Lite VL3500 Spot
€1,630.00
For sale, used Vari-Lite VL3500 Spot. Gear 
in good, fully working condition with minor 
cosmetic damage on the units. Price is per 
piece.

L-Acoustics 5XT Loudspeakers 
€540.00
For sale used L-Acoustics 5XT Loudspeakers 
in good condition and price is per piece. 
Includes ETR5 Bracket and Clamp. Quad 
flightcase when sold in sets of 4.

ARRI S60-C SkyPanel Lighting 
Fixtures 
€11,000.00
We have for sale used ARRI S60-C SkyPanel 
Lighting Fixtures that are in perfect condition 
with very low hours. Price above is per 3 
pieces in a flight case.

d&b Audiotechnik C4
€7,945.00
For sale a set of 4 x Used d&b Audiotechnik 
C4 (4 x Bass and 4 x Tops). All in good 
condition and price is for set. Includes 2 x 
P1200 amps with EP5 cable.

Enquire

Enquire

Enquire

Enquire

Enquire

Enquire Enquire

Enquire

Enquire

Enquire

MARKET PLACE

ARRI BroadCaster 2 Plus LED Panels 
€1,400.00
For sale sets of 2 x Used ARRI BroadCaster 
2 Plus LED Panels that are in excellent 
condition. Only sold in sets of 2 with 
flightcase. 

PRICE MIGHT DIFFER AT WEBSITE DUE 
TO DYNAMIC PRICING MECHANISM
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